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ABSTRACf

In electric power syst.,s, partieularl1 those operating near

the stability Iimit, it would be desireable to determine' a mathematical

�script'ion of the 'system elements vithou1t, distUrbing, the system by

test signals. This thesis presents a method of achieving this result

,

by applying correlation techniques t'o fluctUations of electrical

v.,nables which occur'during normal operation. ' The necessary correl

ation theory is presented along with praetieal,considerations necessary

t'o iIIlpXement the process on a digital computer. The magnitUdes of

,the tl.u�tlon8 are small, thus requiring, special measuring equipment'.

The design'of such equipment· 1s discussed, ane! tests on the adopted

"
correlation process andi the equipment' are included.

,
'

Tests, using these correlation teolmiques to determine, the

trequeney'M.8pOIlse, function, ver.&. successfUlly appll1ed to systems

'simuIatedi on � analog computer. SiiJd'Iar- teats' 011 acrtiual power

system coinpanen'ts vera no1t, successtul� Th1s failure is believed ta"

lie caused by the limited computatlo;n equipment which vas used to
,

ihterpret the c1ata, rather than the overall method u8.d�

t"

-.
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1.

1. INTRODUCTION

J

In the' past, the normali me.thod of obtaining a mathematical des-

, cription of a power system or arrr elements of that qatem has been to

develop it from t\mdamental principles of mechaml.cs and electricity:,

to make: measurements on particular elements wben-' they are removed from

the system, or to introduce a disturbance into the system and note the

reactions ot various eleinents t� that diat�bance. ' In a' complex

electric ,power system, ft would be advantageous to be able to describe:

the. elements under operating conditions without disturbing the qstem

ill any wq. This thesis presents a method whereby correlation tech

niques may be applied to the i'll1ctuations in records obtained during

normal' operation to achieve this ·result. The theory of the correla

tion' process pertinent, to this application is developed along with

,the practical factors w�ch must be considered when �plementing this

process on a dlgital computer. A, development of, the multivariable

qatem theory to represent' an electric power system, is shown. ,This

representation indicates a need for special purpose equipment. for
'

power qstem measurements. The ciesign of such equipment is discusse,d.
'

rests on�the adopted correlation processes and on the special purpose
fDstruments are included�

The results ot tests on individual section's of the digital compu

ter pr�gram8 verity ·thes&: programs. . Attempt" to determine the frequency

response t\mctions for random�- excdted systems showed satisfactory

results tor systems simulated on an anaiog computer, but were unsuccess

tul.·when applied to an actual �er s,-stem component {i.e. a synchronous

motorl. "

The' reason ,tor the lack ot· �c.ss in ,this, instance is no;t due

/,



2.

to a limitation of the basic method; rather, it is a limitation of
.

.

the computation equipmen't vhich was used to interpret this data.

Several faotors are mentioned vhich indiaate that analog methods· of

. correlation would be superior to digital eoriputer _thOds fOr explor

..•tory work (>t. this type. .
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2. THEORY

2.1 Introduction

The use of correlatiClD techniques ill the cClllDlUDications t1eld baa

lODg been appreciated. The iIlterest � these taDct10ns has slow11'

spread to other fields•. �s chapter describes the application of c0r

relation techniques to o�. a mathematical description (ill the fora

of a trequenq response taDctiOD) for aDT qat- and, ill particular,

illustrates a method of applPDi these techniques to an electric power

.
' qatem•

2.1.1 Fourier lDtegn.l

The
.

two most CClllllROll vq'8 of descri'biDg a qJtem mathematically are

b7 its iiLpulse response taDction or b7 its· trequenq response tmacticm•.

Fortunately, ir oDe is.lmown, the other mq be e88ilT determined. ·The

Laplace transform iie a familiar matheJDatical tool for converting the

impulse response to· .. trequenC1' response tunction or,. more general.ll';

ccmvertillg trca the tme dcaaiD to the trequenq demain..
·

!he laplace

trausfora ot.' a taDctiOll of tme f(t} is detiDed 88

eo

F(s) = 1· f(tl e-at dto
(2.1)

where s can be .. complex DUmber.

For most; engiDeer11lg applications, ·it is sufficient to replace s

'b;r jw •. 'lids application.of the Laplace. trausf01'lll is know as· the

Fourier transtom .

or Fourier Integral.

.

?
.

.
. �.'

.

.
.

. .'
. . .

.

The use of the Fourier series to ct.tmaine tile.· trequenq caaponents

of a certain time ·tunctiCm is a vell estUliahec1 technique. !he. 'Fourier

. 4I8r1es i8 ctetiDed bT the equation
( ,',

.

'!
',.

". .
.'

"

'.,



where (A) is. the tmadaeDtal aDgular frequency aDd is related to the'

period T br T :: i¥.
The coef�c1.Dts· *i:a 8DCl bn are liven br

. 'i
.

8il =* f t(t) cOs nt.lt dt
-i ..

-il'1'bn - T t(t) siD nlA)t cit

--I

.' '.
"

..
'

.

,; .

00

t(t) = � :. l: (8!a oos· n�t + bra sin nt.Jt)
.. n=l

,,' '" .

:' ::;' ,'.,. I ."

.' ,
.

.. ;':
.

"

.

t.: .

"" -,',

.� .

.

. Bt app:q1ng the to1'lll1lu

cos n (A)t = *(eJncl' + .-j.ti)

we·.. write

....:

4.

",:

(2.5) .

. (2.6)

(2�7)·

To simplitr the equation, negative vaJ.ues ot n are 1b_troclUced.
. .>':

. SiDce oo�(�) :: cos(Dt.Jt) aDd sib(-Dut) = -siD(n"')

...... = f .f'i t(t) cos nl4 dt ....
-Ji .

'.
= 8il

.. (2.8)

.

(2.10)

.. �
.

'*";
..•. "

.', �. .'
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...........
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.

:... ::.:' ..

.....

) .
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'

'. :

,
..

5.

so that we ..,. ·write

eo

t(t) =, L. :r(D).e�
D=-OlO

(2..u)

lrca (2.3), (2.4).·8Dd (2.12)"
.

.�.
l(D) = ,i 2 t(t)e-3�

,

' -\

�.:
.

'.
J
•. �.,

Here l(D) is eaap1etel7' deterinned fro. t(t) moe both the mapi

tude tmcl the agle are �d ill the t.mcttoa l(D). !hese equatioDs

are developed tor�g pe�od1e tuDctiODS.

� faotiOD :repres�ted .. a Fourier aeriea mq be JUde to approach

a traDs1eza:1; tUDction it the period ot the series is allowed to approach
"

�t7. CoabiDe (2.n) 8Dd (2.13) iDto a. s1Dgle expr8aaiOD•
.

t(t).�· � e3D� �f
"t. t�)�"JDwtrd6

Ji=-.eo. �:"-%
� II)

.

SiDee T." = 2i.' (2..l4) mq be written as

"f(t}·= ii f .jD67t (NJ�. t.(cr)e-JD4I6c1cf', . n=--o _�
.'

. �

(2.15)·

It T tends to iDtiDit7, t(t) approaches SI traDaient tUDetioa 8Dd

..equatioa (2..15) approaehes the U.1ld:�iDg tom. As! tends to iDtiDit7, W ..

•becomes the cl1tt81"eDtial 8Dplar trequeDq. die), aDd DCII be�ea the .COD-
. . .

..' .

.

. .

v .

t:iDUoU8 angatlar trequenq w. !he ......t1on beeoiaes an mtep'aticm oyer·.
.

. .

r
:
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. ClIO. .0

t(t).= rw.i_ .3tdtclt.) .[� t(IT )._3"" 44'

"',

Thes••qaa�s mq be an_ged 1il a' tema cQrrespollCl1ng to (2�U)
aDd (2.l3)

'. t(t.> = 1: P( fA) )e3 6J td;(d

F(tc) Y'= 1..100 t(t)e-3wtdt
.
2"" __ .

(2.1'1)

(2.lS)

� ..

Bere F«(C)' is' &1 contimlous complex spectrUm. �tions (2.17) aDd .'
.

(2.18)' are known .. Fourier traDatoiome.

2•.x.2 Convolution' Iirliegrd.
Let us tirst consid.r a qat_ character1Hd by its unit !Dlpu.lae

reapon... 'fbi. aD�S will show how the outpat of a ..,st_ mq be

calculated it the 1m1t impllae response and the iDp1t time tanct10n are

known.. It. �t impulse is the 11m1t1Dg tom of a rectangular pulse ot

height .l ad width' b auch that Ab=l .. .t _,. CI() and. b apprOaches dt.

The .unit iiapulae is desipated Set) 'Where

a t < O'

S (tl' = GO t = O..

o t > 0

(2.19)

"','

The tanctiou cSlt;.. d)- 111 ,u method used tor. de�Dg 8D iiIlpul..

which occurs at time ($.. The respoll.Be ot a liDear qat_ to a 'l1Il1t

iilpulae i8 designated as h(t).> It i8 impossible tor a qstem 1;0 have'
.

an output betON'. the 1Dpu1;' occurs. Theretore h(t) =- 0 tor t < o. It

the ibput.i"8 d.l8Jed.by d" ..conds (i�e. the iapul.. i8 S (t.-d», then

the' outpat i8'alao 4elared by d ..conds.. lil other words, the Napoue
'

.

. ' ..
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of the sist- to & (t- d) 1. h(t- d)., (See Fig. 2.1(b». ru8 rule

18 true for a liDe� qat_ aDd 8D7 length of delq d.

Frcm Fig. 2 •.1(b), 1t 18 'Obvi0l18 that the output of thi8 qat_ at

time (f +:-r- due to an ibplt $'(t- tt:) 18 h(d' + '2"- d") or h( C;'). _Other
,

.

, ',: "
, ,',

wq of obta1n1Dg the 881Ie reault 18.shown iD Fig.> 2.1(c). The flmct10n

h(t) 1& dravD iD the reverse direct10n ataniag at time if + ?". !hi.

correspond8 to a· twlct10n h(if +1'- t). The fUDct10n h(t) 18 8aid to be

folded about tiM' t:i aDd'di8pl&ced 1D time 1'., If the' flmct10n

h( d"+,- t) 18 multiplied by �.(1;- d') we f1Dd that, the result 18 the

8ame as that ahown 1D Fig. 2.1(b) tor the OI1t'put at time d'+" clue to

FJ (t-,cr) ..

Suppose that the iDput 1"8 a cont1im0l18 time tanct10n ti(t) as

shown iD Pig. 2..1(d). The qat_ 18 liDear 80 the superpoa1t1on theorem

mq be used. The input f1mct1on t1(t) maT be con.1dered as a serie8 of'

ilRpu1se funct1on8., Fig. 2.1(d) shov8 one 8epent of he1ght f1(d") and

width 4 d".. The, output due to this sepent 18 t1(if ) 64' b(t- d).

SiDee f1(d')dd" :18 .al1er thIm. the unit impalse, the outplt i8 smaller

than the. 111d:t� reaponee. The total reaponee due to the input at

time d" 18 toUDd by mult1� each sepent'. h(d -1;) and .._ing the

:Foctuct.. (See Fig.> 2.2).

!he OI1tput fIUJ7 be written as

"
,

.

:' ,", "',
, ,',

',' ,

fo(t) = t1(t1)h(d" -tl) 4t + t1(t2)h(d -t2).6 t •••• f1(tn)ll(d" -tn).At
. co ,

') (2.20) ,

'

= z:. f1(tn)h(<f-tn).6.t
n=l .

,: '

,

"

::"
"

"','
,

-. ',.' �,,�, ::, . '
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. Fig. 2.1 . Graphical illuStration of cODTo�tion
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Fig. 2.2 Determination of a' system response using a graph1cd.

method of convolUtion
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beccmes the integral
.

.

(/" ,
.

to(t). =:J ti(t)h(d" -t):dt
-00 .

(2.21).

This integral is callec1 the SnperpositiOD Integral. or the CcmVoJ.u.,..

.

tion IDtegral.·

. -0
.

to(t) = 1 tied" -v)h(v}dv
• •

(2.22)

SiDc8 hey) = 0 tor v <. 0 '

(2.23)

When a: tunctiOD t(t- d') .is folded about the point t=d to become

t(d" -t); it is said to be convolved about t=d". lD the tormulas 'a'boTe,

either the impulse response or ,the iIlput tunctioil mq be tolded. The

value of the output i8 the same ill either case., Thi's superpositiOD

integral above holds whether ti(t) is periodic, transient or randcm.

!he Convolution Integral shows the relatiOnship betWeen· the 1npa.t

ti(t) and the output to(t) tor a liDear STate.. .A.. similar relationsbip ' ..

oan be developed 'tor a'qat_ characterised by itis t.requenq response.
.,

.

Snppose that ti(t), to(t) and h(t) have the Fourier Vanstorms l'i(41),
.' 1'0{(1) and R(te}).

. The ConvolutiOD Izrt;egral 'states

J_ =,

. 00·

to(t) = Joo h(v}ti(t-,,)dv

Take I'ourier transfom. of both lid••.
: ..

,
.

(2.24)

:.' .
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CIO
•

.'

e-3Mtdt lao h(v)fi(�V)4T �2.2S)
.

.

:
;

.

..... With the champ of variable tr = t - v

.

.

00. .' 00

Fo(t&J) = litS e-3'J(v+ d')dd" f h(v)fi(d")dv
. ..0., . .

-410

..'

.0

.= l... 5-0 h(v).-jwt"dT·S t1(4' ).-3tdd" 442."..... ...

= B(1d )J'1( 6) (2.26) .,

Not_ that the Fourier tranatorm ot the 1m1t iilpulse response h(t)

1s

B(W). = lC()h(t)e-jwtdt-O(J
(2.27)

It we had cho88D a 2"71' 11apulse fUnction, then B(w) would have COD-

.' tain� t� t;;. tactor associated with the Fourier transtOl'lll.l

The preceding vork has baeD developed with the idea ot tiDdiDg the .

e.

Oll"tput ot a qatem as a fUnction ot time or trequenq it the input and

'.' ..
' the qatem �1OD . [ h(t) or B( 4J ) ] are mown.. In� cases we are

more iDterested iD tiDdiDg h(t) or B(41) when the input aDd output.wave-
.

•• t •

torms are the lalown quantities.
.

For smali qst�s aDd all laborat017
. teat B78t-., 1t fs a relativeq e&81 matter to �.t81'2lliD_ the qatem'

fUnction.

Firat, consider the method ot tiDdiDg the iIIpulae resPODae� B.r

'. det:l.Dit1OD h(t) 1s the :Naponse of a qat_ to a unit 11Ilpulae. 'There-
.

tore, it the 1Dput to & 8J'8Wa 1s aUDit i1Ilpul.ae,·the output 1s the udt'

.

,.

... ,':
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, impulse response. This method sounds verr simple mt it should be'

raaembered that the unit impulse is a pulse ot height A and v1dth b where' ."
.1- coo ad .lb=L . This tanction is impossible to attain in practice•

.

However, it is possible to estimate h(t) b.r choosing a pulse of t:lDite
.

.

height ad verr narroW width. The' output ot a qat_ clUe to this inpUt

will be proportional to h(t). Oare should be taken 80 that the t1D1te
. ,

.' width ot the input pulse .does not sign1t1caut� d1stort .the response.

Another method ot t1Dd1Dg the iDlp1lse'respon8e is based on the tact

that the integral' ot '[> (t) is the =it step function. !he step tuDc

tion is det1Ded b.r

[0U(t) =

t 11

t<o

t :;a. 0
(2.28)

.

The response .to· a Uli1t step input is the integral of the llDit

impulse resporise� Iza other words, the unit impulse response is the

, derivative of the unit step response. Since a 'qDit step input mq be \
.

easiq attained tor most srstems, this method pr.ov1c1es a simple Vtq of

/ determining h(t).

The teclmique
.

tor measuring the trequenCT response tanction is very
, .'

vell knoWn. The input wavetorm tor the measurement i8 a variable tre-
.

.

.

queDC7 simt8oic1. Both the gain ot the qst_. aDd the Phase angle between

the input aDd the output are measured tor various. frequencies. From the.

plots of gaiD vs. frequency ad phase ditterence vs. tr.quenC7, it is

possible to deteridne the t.requenCT response fUnction B( 4) ).

These methods tor determining h(t) and B( (I)' are dependent on speoial

vavetoms being introduced into the srstem being .eaaured. ID same large
I

•
�

•

q8tem•.it is Dot deairable or poae1ble to htrodtlce a. apeoial aip8l
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such as aD impulse or silie vave to the qat.. !his'is the cue vheu

measuring the tranaf'er function of aD alternator in a large power

qstem. The tranaf'er function must be measured while the �terD&tor

is loaded, thus requiring that it be connected to the qat_. .1t the

same time it is Verr undesirable to disturb the �stem with the test
'

sipals DeC8Ssarr to measure h(t) or H(c.v). ·Under these circumstance.

the best method of determining the' qat_ function is a stat1�t1cal
,

, anaqs1s ot the noriDal operating records.2 The random tf1gnal. which

occur within the qstem are used to measare the traster tanction ot

that qst_.

2..1.3 AUtocorrelation
'

Thi. leac1. to the concepts of correlation function. 8Dd power

,spectr&1 densi1i7' functions. The autocorrelation function is det1ned

88

fJ 11tr) =:l� ir 1
T

f1<t)fl(t+,?)dt
-7

(2.29)

(The reason tor the double subscript; 11 will be shown when 'the

cross correlation function i. defined.) !his torm i. used where f].(t) ,
'

, i. a tran.1ent or random tanction. A simpler expre.sion i. u.ed-it

fl{t) 1. a periodic function,'v.lth a period!. It i.

(2.30)

,
,

The au.tocorrelation tuDction i. aD even tanction of T. !his "/AlIT'
'

.

!

.:. ,

....

. ..� ..



Let x·' = t - 7:
. .

�.
'.

(2..31)

Both limits of integration in (2.31) have been displaced br 7:

in the 88118 d1reCti01l. The interVal 2T bas on11' been cbaDged in�

......

. .

tion•.. In the limit1D& case, the rage of the integral (-T-" T- 2') i.·

(..co, «J l u' T .... 00.. Equation (2.31). is equ1v� to

(2.32) .'

Thus
,

<1' n(-1:l = I/)u{ 'Z').

ODe special case of interest tor the autOC01"1'8lation flmct101l is

the value tor '" =. 0..

This. is the mean square value or t1(t), or the mea power,' it 11(t)
':

represents a: voltage'or carrent tor a 1 ohm load.' .

The vdue of the autocorrelation tlmet10D at 1'"= 0 is a maxi..... ,
.'

rpu(o) � 4'u(Zl tor aU vames of 1: unleS8 t:u(t) is periodic. In'

·that case

{= �U(Z)tfJ11(0):
>PU(')

T =- nT n = 1, 2 •••

"

..

vbere ! 18 the period of 11(tl..



.' ...

2.1.4 POWer Spectral DensitT Function

The Fourier transtol'Dl of the au�ocorrelation function is called

the power spectral density function.. '

(2.35)

The reciprocal relationship is also tNe.
. "

.�.

, ,-

Since tflU( 'Z') is a real .d even tunction, its Fourier transtOl'll

is also real and even. Because ot �s tact, e-� (.cit mq � replaced in

the above transtol'Dls' by cos ldt. Equations (2.35) and (2.36) mq then,

'be written as:

eo

rp11(1:) = 1"'0 I�(d.lcos tII'l:d t.>

It should be mentioned here that ill.( I.e) is a contiDuous Spectrum

it tnt) is non-periodic. It t1(t) is periodic, then ii' (w) bas values

onq at discrete frequencies. Since the power spectral.densitT function

is real and even, no phase intomation mq be obtained traD it.

2.1.5 Cross Correlation

The c»osscorrelation ,function is detiDed' in s, almUar maimer to the '

autocorrelation,tunction. ,It t1(t) and t2(t) are two difterent, raub

Waves, the' C1-Osscorrelation ttmction is given bt
,

T
'"

'

,,' fJm(71 = i!!ir S�T t1(t)t2(t+'l")dt, .',,'
••

•

•

f

'.

.

'. :.-

....•.. .

...... :
.. ".



The order of the subscript8 i8 vert' important here. Bote that 1;be

second subscript refer8 to the waveform �ch i8 shUted. It 1: i•
.

changed to _.2' 1tl (2.39), .it i8 P088ible to show the relationship .....

ween (2.39) aDd (2.40) ..

B.r reason1·ng 81m1l.8r to that given tor the developllent of (2.31),
.. (2.42) .., be written

.... :, ....

Unlike tbe autocorrelation function, 9'12( '2") i8 not necessar1lT an
.

even function.
.

Iil general, it i8 neither even nor odd.
.

Furthermore, in

contrast with autocorrelation, the value of "].2(0) need not be the

maxlmum. If aD7 constant.or harmonic i8 absent 1D either fl(t) or f2(t),
the constant tea. or the corresponding ha:mOnic will be absent in the

0r088correlation function. The most important difference betweeD auto

correlatioD and cro8scorrelation i8 the· fact that autocorrelation discard8· .

.

au phase iDtcmaation in· the given famction, 1:att cro88Correlation retain8·

' ..
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t. pha'Se difterences ot the frequencies which are present in b9th vaves

being correlated.

2 •.1.6 Cross Powr Spectral Densit,. Function

The Fourier transtom ot the erosscorrelation fUnction is a very

important part ot the work shown in later-chapters. It is Oallad the

.

eross power �ctral densit7 fUnction' and 1s detined as

Since f"m('Z"') is not' gener� an even fUnction, the cosine trans

torms mq Dot be used tor (2.45) and (2.46) ..

2 ..1.7 Inplt-Output Relations tor an Open Loop Srstaa

The Preced11lg discussion has br1e� introduced the concepts ot

correlation and spectrai densit:y tunct1ons�. ,BOW that � fUnctions have'
.

been defined, 'it can be show how they mq be used to �term1ne the �
.

i
.

Iquenq response fUnctioD or an open-loop qatem..
I

. i .

First, coDs1der the autocorrelation or the outpu'ti ot &'s;rst..•
. I

.

The link bitveen the input, outpl1; aDd the qst� 1s the _per-
. .

.

I
positioD integral. (�.24). i

I

. .'
. !

!

.,
.

.

'. i
. ". ·1 .

..
' I '.

.

I
'. :,:"

. '.
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On 8Ubst1�1ng (2.48) and (2.49) into (2.47) and! changing the
.. i •

yariable in (2.49) from v to d in order to a�o1d CO�S1OD, we obta1D·
, .

I· .
. .

fI oo{.?:) = �� 1; dt. i:h{�)f�(�V)dvI: h(d" )r1(t+�-4")d�
(2.50)

Dr changing the order of integration

fIoo(i) = i: h(v)dT1: h("- )4� e�J_: t1(t-r)t1(t+r.d)dt
, i

(2.51)
IOte that.

qJ1i(T-tv.... d') = �l.. (T f1(t-V)t1(t+(�Id")dt (2.52)
'. 'l Zl)_T

.

'lllerefore (2.51) is

(2.53)
.

The output power densit,. spectrum is

l�(wl'�n (- {poo('Z')e-jw7:d"r)_ ..
I

.,;t;;1: ..-j ..� [ 1: h(v)dT .c 1>('" )4"-' �l1(1:"'-"�Z
(2.54)

.". "
.

J.

,

Let u :: c;.+ v - d'.

t�(W) =rli £: .-jl<l(u"'+") U_:h(V)dT �:�(i"-)4,,-(Pll(U)]cIR
.. t.r- S:·!Pll(u).-j"'''cIR [J_: h(V)jlj .. vdv)[5.:h("- ).-j;.. ... 44

. .

�

i (2.55)

.......
'. I.
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t·

The first factor is the· poWer dens1t7 spe�tram ofl the input vav...
.

form.
. The 8ecoDd factor is the conjugat� of � trequ�q respcmse

.

I

�ct1c>n, siDce tlie cODjugate of (2.27) 18 !
I
,
, .

, . !

I
i
:.

I.

.

The 18at factor is the· fJ7Steln trequeDq respolls•• ! !hu8 equatiOD
.' . t

(2.SS) .mq be written .. ;
i

,

!

. � 00(w): = B{w) i(w) f11 (w) ; (2.S7);
I
-:

. or loo(w) =IB{W>(2 I11(w) (2.58) \/

-
.

A i1m1lar set of equations based OIl the cros8co�18.t10D aDd cross

. power dena1� epectl'Ulll mq be developed. The 1npuwu�put cro88Correla-
tion of &' liDear qstem is wptteD as

i

(010(7:) =e� f_: f1(t)fo(t+1::>dt! .

;

Through the· use of the .convoluti= .

integral (2�24�' ... (2.59) mq

be written
,

i

! .

,

......

.

rA ' lim 1.. iT. J-O
!.

'r io{'l') ==
!.... :n. -T ·t1{t)dt

_ ... h(T)f1(t+�-T)dv (2.60)
!

!

Dr chaDgiDg the order .of iDtegration
.

fJ10(7:) .. s..: h(vldv i!!� 5_� t1(tlt1{tt.....,dt
... ... .... ... ..

..

.. l .

_.

q; ie( "(') = i.. h(T) {p11(1.'-T)dv r (2.61)
i'

.

i
.. I

. ..... i

.

-.
: .{ ..

,.
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This equation s,tates that the input-output crosscqrrelation is the
I #

i '

convolution ot the unit impulse response and the i'Dput !autocorrelation.
lOw the cross POWi' density spectram is written

GO
•

I (�) =.J...i: '/'/1 ('2:')e-3 Ccl '?:"d 1:"io . 2"" _eo
. r 10 "

(2.62)

Let u = '1:' -'V

(2.64) .

, ,B.r chcgiDg the order ot i'Dtegrat1ou

(2.65)

,

We now have tour equations which relate the i'Dput� output and q...
i

tam response tor a liDear qat.. For clarity, thq mfre repeated here '

·1 !
,

as a set.
, ;

I

fPoo(?:) = i: h(v)dV L: h(d" )ad' �i1(1:'iv-cr)

i oo«((» = IB(w)121i1(�)

, (2.66)

(2.67)

(/)10(:r> = 5.: h(v)�l1(?:'-V)dv

110(tc» = B(tc> )l11(<C»

"

(2.68)

.

t· j ',
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These four equatiems vere developed for the purpos� of determinag
.

i·
the system response of an open loop qstem it the inputl and outpilt wave-· ..

'.

,forms are known. t.t us now examine these equations an� select the eme.

appropriate for this purpose. Since the impulse. tunct� h(t) is inte-
. i

grated twice in (2.66), it i� not possible,to solve �ctq tor h(t).
.

i
,

For this reuon, (2.66) will not be used in farther wo�. It is very
.

' :
.

eaq to solve for the a,li:tude of the frequenC1' re� functiem through

the use of (2.67)� However, no information about the �e caD be
,.. i

obtained. EquatioD ('2.68). is usetul for a particular tfpe of input wave.
. .

i
! .

,It the qatem is eXcited by' white noise, then

(2.70)

where K <, J.e..

Ib this case (2.68) becomes

00' •

r; iO( [:") = 1.." h(v).K6 (1: -v}.av (2.71)

Equatiem (2.71) states that the input-output cros�correla1;1on is
proportional to the unit impulse resP9Dse it the 'aput Ii. ranciaa (white)

i

noise., The ideal. form for eaq solutiem of R(te» is� by (2.69).

This equatiem giv.s both amp�tude and phase informati�n.
For the purpose of determining the trequenev re�nse tanctiem of a

. .

qstem, (2.69)- is the primary equatiem which will be u$ed. Equation
i

(2.67) will be used g' lD,check On the results obtaineditrom (2.69).
.

,
i

For the case of randem excitatiem, (2.68) provide. a m+_s of determimng
i .

.
. ,

h(t) direct�. !he Fourier transform of bet) can be �ed ·as· a comparison
· I

with the results of (2.67) aDd (2.69).· !
i

· !
i
i
i

.. .,. ..

· t
I .

I
. J.
.. '. ,.'

.

.. '



2.1.8 Determination of a Closed Ioop System Res�nse
I

The- discussion, thus far, has shown how correlati�n techniques mq
i

be used to solve for the. system response function or ah open loop system.
i

This section vill show how these same techniques mq � used to deter-
i
i

I
I
I

r
!

mine a;' closed loop system.

Consider the S7St- shown·in Fig.. 2.3.

B(t)

F(t)' t----+--- V()(t)

I

Figure 2.3 Typical Closed Loop Syst�
!
;
I

In this system, it £s desired to determine the �ulse response
!

functions F(t) and B(t) or, alternatively, the f'reque�C7 response tone-

tions F( W). and ·B( W ).. The system i� such that only �p( t) and V
0(t) are •

accessible. The input driving function Vs(t) rs kn� to be a statiOnary, ..

ergodic function, but cannot be measured. The method lused to determine
.

• • 1
I

..F( tcJ). when Vp(t) and Vo( t) are . know. was discussed in !2.1•.7. However, a

!
I

.

. I .

i
.. I

·1
I
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B(W).,
'

system ot this type requires special treatment' tor tlUt determination �t
;
,

!

i

I

!�the Convolution, theorem'

(2.73)

The'substitution of (2.72) into (2.73) yields

(2.74) �\

The aUtocorrelation function 'ss( t') can now � determined.
!

, i

Substitution of (2..74) into (2.!75� with ,8 = ,8� and �2 to avoid
"

,

con1\1sion of variables in the process yields

T - i
rp ss(") = �� S_T [Vp(t) - 1_B(8l)VO(�,8l)d.8�J :

•

!

[Vp(t+1") - .I.:B(.82)VO(t+1'-P2)d��dt
"

(2.76)

,

flss(7:) �,i!!,� 1:dt Vp(t)Vp(t+7:')-Vp(t) 1:B(.821.Vo(t+7-.82)d82

-Vt+1') 1.: B(81)Vo(t-.Bi)d.81 .

, ,

(2.71)

.l:B(.8l)Vo(t-.8l)d8l S_jB(,82)VO(t+1'-.82)
,

i

.: ...
r:

, ,
"
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Rearrange. th6 order of integration

!

[Vo(t+'-82�t - S_:B(Sl)dSl i!!� 5_;�p(t+t)VO(t-Sl)dt
, !...... '

i

+ S.:B( �1)d,91 i:B( �2)d'P2 �� 5..:VO(t-Pl)fo(t+'l- �2)dt

(2.'18)

!

-i:B( �l) f'Jop(,+ .Bl)"4·+S.:B( �l)d,8i 5::B(�2)d� f1oo( T+Pl- P2)
, i (2.79l

i

Equation (2.'19) contains two unknowns ?'Jss( "2") �d B(.6 ).'. The other

correlation tanctions. mq be detemined. Equation {�.79} mq be more

eui:q solved it it is expressed in the frequeney d�. Application
i

of the Fourier transtorm term by' term to (2.79) resu�s in

. fss(W): = Ipp(w) - B(W) fpo(tU) -,B(41) liop(41}:1 B(tu)B(",) 100(41)
.

:

i

(2.80)

Bbte that

In 'equation (2.80), j ss(w) and B( w) are unkn�s. To solve tor
•

I

B(",,),. one ,must obtain a Second equation involving �ss(tU) and B{(lJ) .

.

.

1
and thereby eliminate iss(w) ..: A practical wq of "nerating a second.

.
.

:

equation would be to Change the S7Stem in some wq, �q change F(t) to'

!
!

i

I
I
I
!
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-

,

some new value -F1(t) and produce a second relationsbi� analogous to (2.79)
I

or (2.80). Thus:
i

,

I

i:s(w) = i�«(J) - B(4)) 1:O(<.&J) - J(w) i�(it». - I B(I(> ) 121�(W)
- !

! (2.82)

f�(w), i�(w),- � �p«(.(» and lo��w) are not the same as the
I

corresponding functions in (2.80) due to the tact tba� the total qatem _

. !

has been altered.- However, iss ( 4) and j s�( fA) vill be equal due to

the origibal restraint imposed which specitied Vs(t) �o be station81'7

and ergodic. It is theretore possible to combine
-

(2.80) and (2.82) and

eJ.im1nate iss(w) (an umi1easurable quantiV) leav1n� B(41) as the onq

unknown. The result ot this is

[1 ( co ) _

- 1'- ( 1e»1 + B{ co [I
'

( fA) - -I'
-

(W)] ./'>

pp PP J po .

_ ,po
I -

• !

+ Jew 1 [ i�(w) - iope lU)] + I'B{ fA> )1.2 [loo(tu)�, i�{lt)] = 0

(2.83)
_

-

which mq be sol"led tor B(lV).

.

.

It can be qaite a1mp� shown that [f¢<w > - �iPD( '" >}18 tIl8' .,._ .

plex-: conjugate ot, [f0; (w) - lop( a»>]. It 1s suttijcient to show that

,

lop(w) and lpo(w) are conjugate.l
,

I

!quat10n (2.83) may be written in s; more convetdjent torm it certain
I

changes in notation are made. - Let

(2.85)
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(2.86)
,

(2.87)'

B(W) =·X(w) + 31(cu) (2.88)

,
,

!

Then (2.83) becomes
I

K( "') + [x( "') + jY(t<) � �(",) + jN(t<) �
+ [X(W) - jY(W� [x(w).- jN(W�+' Ix{w) +. j1(wl>\2 L(w) = 0

I

!, (2.90) v'.

Thus, it is possible to completeq determine the iSy'stem shown in
;

Fig. 2.3. :a,- measuring Vp(t) and Vo(t), F(W) mq be !detemined direct17
; .

from equation (2.,69) and the associated .correlation _d Fourier trans

form calculations. Then, by' changing F(t)'to some new value F/(t) and

, measuring Vp(t) and Vo(t), i� is possible to determiD� F/(W) in the

same manner. From the four records . (Vp(t), Vo(t),' V;�t) and .V�(t»,
and equation (2.90), the frequency resPonse fU'octiou' Jorresponc:1ing to'
B(t). may also be determined.

<

2.2 Practical Considerations

This section 'will deal with'the modification of the correlation and
i
I

Power Density Spectrum tormulae (Eq. 2.29, 2.37, '2.39 land 2.45) tor digi-

tal computer calculations and the planning necess8l'1' �tore data is
I

'

;

collected. : .



, .

2.2.1 General Procedure
!
! .

i
!

The method used to calculat� the transfer functio* 1's as follows: .

.

1. Reco� the input and output waveforms fi(t) �d fo(t) tor the :
. .!.

system which is to be determined.

2. Fran these records, determine the correlation! functions
. i

;

L

3•. Calculate the power spectral densitY' tunction� :ii1{w),
•

• 1 .

iiO{W) and. !oo(w) from the correlation functions. i
i

4. Use the relations at the end of .: 2.1..7: .. to determine the

�.anster function•.

If fi(t) an.d fo(t) are random waveforms, it is not possible to

solve the integral equations described � the theol"1 * normal integra

tion procedares. For short records, it would be possi�le to break the

input and output wavetoms into small sections which c�uld be described

mathematicalq. It would then be possible. to 'solve f� the correlation'
i

functions in a piece-wise manner. If the records were: lOng or this
,

! .

process vere used to solve a tmmber of tr.anster f'unctipns, then the cal.

culations would become vel"1 tedious and subject to mistakes. These two

reasons suggest the use of a digital or analog computet-.
The digital computer was chosen because an IlB I6�0Il wa;s available

i

.

and no additional eqaipneut was needed in order to pelfo:rm the calcula-
;

tions on this computer. The use of « digital com.pute� tor this purpose
.

, j
i .

.

introduces several practical considerations. These � pr1mar1q due to
I
,

discrete sampl1Dg and finite record length.

I

I
I
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\
2.2.2 Sampling

The tact that &\ digital canputer must perform c4c:ulations in &,'
•

!
I

discrete rather than continuous manner is inherent in i the computer,

i '

design. Therefore, although ti<t) and fo<t) are CODtfnuOUS waveforms,

the data- which is used as input to the computer must � in the' form of

I

samples taken at equ.al4r spaced intervals from the cOftinuouS waveforms

rather than the waveforms themselves.· The problem is! to choose the
,

.

correct sampling interval. The well known sampling t�eorem3 states
.

,

i '

that a wavetorm can be completely described it it is .ampled at a rate
: .

.

greater than twice the highest trequeney component co�taiDed in that,

wavetorm. ,However, there is a reciprocal relationship between' frequency:
.

.!

and time so that precise determination ot a .frequeney! component requires' ,

.
.

.'

, i

an iDtinite record. Because of limited storage space� the time record

for a digital computer must be tinite. In this caSe,i it is feasible to
. '

,

take in the ,order of five or 10 samples per period otl the highest' tre-
' '

,

I

quency component.3
!

. ,.A' phenomenon due to S$mpling which must be avoid�d is known as.
,

!
, ttaliasingu. . This occurs when the sampling rate is subh that the data is

,
'

!

sampled ,less than twice per period of the highest f'reku,ency component.
'

,
, !

• I

I
'

Fig. 2..4 shows how &' fat 'sine wave sampled less than! twice per period

appears all a;: slow sine wave.
.

i

Suppose the sampling interval is 6t. Then &;\ �ling .frequency
i

ts can be defined where ts' = l/(2l\t). e

In the case where fs is less'than 'frequencies' co�taiDed in .: wave-
, I

form, ' it will be impossible to distingaish an arbitrairy frequency f frOm
.

:
,....

the frequencies



. ,

I
,
I

f,(t)

� .� -.....----,- N- T .------

. F1,. 2. S s,tabol1c correlation using �ps to

illustrate the time functioDs i

2<) •
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, ",. +, t I.(/' +. t -� +, t�s - ""'-8 - , •• e'. &U.s -,

where n = 2,4,6, ••••

These frequencies are called aliases of one ano�er, and t is

called the F,inc1pal al1a:s�, , (The stroboscope utilize. this phenomenon

to apparently nslow down'" rapidly rotating or oscillating machiner;y.)
This diasing cannot be tolerated tor transfer tlmction determin.. ,

!

tion. AliaSing would have the effect of adding the e�ergy of high
frequencies to that. of lower frequencies, thus producling an incorrect

power densitY' spectram. It it is not possible to re*ce the sampling
,

interval' sufficiently to prevent al1«s1ng,' then the hiigher frequency'

components should be removed from the raw- data 'by II' �lter before the
!

record, is sampled.4

2�2.3 Computer Methods

The most significant change which must ,b8 made ik the formulae for
correlation and power spectral density tlmctions is due to the discrete,'

calculations made by 81 digital computer. This involves converting all

integrals to summations. The description of the programs, tlow-charts

and program listings are contained in Appendix A.

The general correlation formula for a random tlmction is

(2.91)

,j'

The form applied to digital computations is

N- '2:"
qJ12(?;") =� L l'1(t)f2(t+?) D.t

t=] , ,

I; :/, =- {
,

.•..
.

where N is the total number of po1nts'1n the record fl(t) or f2(t) ..

,

(2 •.92)
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'

A graphic representation ot this correlation formula is shown in

Fig. 2.5. The strips show represent the two records f1(t). and f2(t) -. '

Then' correlation (as a function of r) is done by' displacing one strip

S'distance "with respect to the other, mu1tip:cy1ng adjacent points.

from each strip, summing these products, and averaging this sum Cl'(er

the length that the two strips coincide.

There are 'several points to note with regard to equation (2•.92).

They- are as follows:�

1.. Calculations can onlY' be made for values of "which are inte
.

gral multiples of the sampling period.

2. The sampled points fl(t) and f2(t) are stored as one dimensional :
alTf(Yl in the computer. The reason that .the cailCulations start with the .

value t = 1 (rather than t=O) is that the' Fortran II compiler does not
.

all.ow zero or negative subscripts.

3., It is obvious that the maximum 'l"' must be less than N. In tact,

most authorities agree that the maxtmum � should be onq ;-10% of B.S

4- The effective record length decreases as 1" increases. This

can easi� be understood by' noting Fig. 2.5. This idea shows that the

amount of one strip which is adjacent to the other decreases as 1:' x

·increases. In effect, the total record is truncated by' a time -z:--.

It is necess8.17 to consider how correlation is atf'ected by this

truncation. Consider the autocorrelation of a time tanction.S

'
..

f(t) = a cos (41ot + 9 )

__..
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,

,.. 2 r. .,
.• = � i' f �Os lUo'?:

.. cos(2 %t+ GcO '2"+2 8)J dt
. Q . .

_ � 'r
.

1 [sin (2 wot +. (A)o'" 2 e.>]T-

·2
cos tUo"( +

T 210
.

0 . 0

2

[.
.

= f cos Wo1:' + 1 [sin(2 w�T+ &'>0·,1'+2 6) - sin(Wo,+28 >] ]T. 2wo
.

:. (2.94)
The result ot the equation tor the limiting case where T":" co is

OJ
. 2

rll('2') = f cos "'0 '2'" (2.95)

Thus, the error due to a t1p1te T is given by'

ERROR = 4!:r [a1n(24Jo't+(Qo<+28} -IIiD«(Qo'T+28>] (2.96)

Sin�e t(t) is a periodic function, the limits ot integration tor

the autocorrelation should be (ToI2, -To/2l where To = 2 rr/Wg. The
.

.

.

derivation above illustrates the error which 'would be obtained due to a

finite record length 1£ t(t) vere analyzed as a transient or random

!\mction. All records analyzed for this thesis are considered to be

random. It a periodic component should happen to be present, the error

tor that component would be indicated by'. (2.96). Because a random wave-

. torm can be considered as a sum of periodic components, (2.96) mq be

used as. an indicator ot the total error. It is no more than an indicator,

. however, because it can be show that the error irl correlation due to a
. .

.. :tinite record length tor a� number ot frequencies acting together is not

equal to the sum ot the errors tor each frequency component considered
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alone.

The maximum error given b.r (2.96) is approximately � where
. 0

(2.97)

The ettective T due to truncation is N- 't where N is the record

length. '!'hus

.

,',
� � )If the ma:hmm allowable error is 2% (i.e. W T

= .·02 , then
'.

. 0

WoT � SO < ; 7T (N _ � )
o

(2.99)

S'ro < N - c: (2.100)

Then,' according to the assumption that 7: be 10% ot N, the record

length should be approximately lQTo• Applying this rule . to a random

fUnction, the record should contain 10 periods of the lowest trequency

component ot the random function.

A general torm tor the Fourier transform of �12(2') is given b.r'

i12(w) = � rr I: �12(7)�-jW'r d 7: (2.101)

Several tactors are involved in the· mOdification. ot this equation

tor dig!tal computation.

1.
.

The integral is converted to a SU1DDI8.tion. The limits or the

summation'are then dictated b.r the correlation function to. be transtormed.

2. Rete�u.ce to equations (2.67) and (2.69). shows that H(w) and
.

.

'1H(w ) 12 are both ratios of power density spectra.. These spectra are
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onl1 used as ratios, and in that form the 1/rr factors cancel. For this

reason, .'the 1/11 factors are omitted from the computer program tor the

Fourier transform of a; correlation wavetorm.

3.. The exponential (e-j (c)t) must be replaced by cos ",t
.

- jsin GUt .

tor calculation purposes. '

Thus equation (2.101) becomes

�12(W) = � r" 4'12(�) [C08W£"- � � ..r] "'. (2.102)
7:" -2"..._ .

Since autocorrelation f'tmcti�s are real and even, on:cy- ,the cosine

is needed in the transform, and (2.102) becomes (tor transforms of auto- .'

correlation tanctions only),
"l'.......,. ,

i
II( w) = � L. 9J11( 'Z') cos 4J 'C' .0 7:'

.

't' ...-2'"..... 11
(2.103)

.

or

There are practical limits to the bandvidth of the frequencies

determined b7 (2..102) or (2.104). The upper frequeney limit is set b7.

the trequency at which the data' 1s sampled.,' The lower limit 1s deter

mined b7 the .1"l11e that at least one period of eJ certain frequency 1s

necessSl"Y'to calculate.the power density spectrum of that trequeney.

Therefore, the lowest frequeney :which can be determined is given b7

(2.lQS)
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2.2.4 Acquisition'ot Data

There are several details which must be studied betore the colle�

tion ot data begins. The tirst and most important point is to make sure

that the sampling frequency is more than twice the highest frequencY' .'

'component ot the wave being sampled. It this sampling frequency' cannot

be made high enough, then it is important that the record be tiltered'

betore sampling. From this sampling rate, the highest frequenc),,'which

mq be· determined can be established. It is given by

(2.l06)

The Fourier transtorm requires one period ot the lowest trequenc7

to be calculated•. In addition, the correlation programs require that

the input date:: be ten times the length ot the max:t.mum correlation dis-'

placement. Theretore, the lowest frequency which can be determined by

the Fourier transtorm is

(2.107)

where N is' the record iength (seconds).

Due to limited computer storage, it will sometimes be necessar;y to

doter the record length and sampling rates trom those which would be

desired. The maiximam number ot samples which the programs will accept

is 1000 so the tollOwing relationship must also hold•

'.

..L � lOOO
�t

(2.108)

I �.

BorE - Reterences' in this work to limited computer storage refer on17 to

the core �017 ot the 11M 1620. The caaputer which was'used has aD
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auxiliary disk memory' which is tar larger than the core memory'. However"

for tast execution ot the correlation programs, all the data'must be

iJmnediately accessible, thus ruling out the use ot the disk memo17 tor'

data' storage during computation.

The ratio of the highest and lowest angular frequencies is ot

special importance to the determination of a; transfer tanction by' the

above method.

Wmg :: J:!.. x-.JL_ = N

wmiD .6t 20 TT 20At

J
, i

I
'I

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
!

I
'1
I
I

Wma,x = 50
wmin

(2..109)

.

.
Equation (2.·109)' shows that the maximum frequencY' range which mq

be obtained from the preceding programs is less than two decades. This

means that the frequenCY' response ot any qstem which is to be determined

must show all its characteristic changes within a two decade frequencY"

range. If, an estimate ot the trequencY' response ot a qstem which is to

be anaJ.:.yzed is 'not known� then it mq be necess8%7 to make several tests

in various frequency ranges in order to determine the response. Note

that this limitation is not due to the method, bat is caused by, the

limited computer storage.

2.3 Multivariable Representation ot e;, Power System

Thus, tar, the discussion has dealt onlY' with single variable sY'�ems,

that is, qstems which have only one input and output. Now 'it is neces

sary to consider the more general case ot open loop aDd closed loop,multi

variable sY'stem�.9 These qatems mq be described as having a number ot
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I
I
.'

inputs arid outputs, "here. each output is dependent upon some or all of

the inputs and possibq some of the other outputs. As an illustration,

consider a linear system of a t)"PEt such that each of the outputs �s

wholq dependent upon all .of the inputs. The block diagram represent&-'

tiOD of this system is shown in Fig. 2.6.

The equations of this system mq be witten in the matrix fom

x =HI (2.110)

..

.. .'

,Y=., ,andH: ..

..

x=· ..

••

h11 •.••• hlmI
I

were

.. .. • •

hnl ••.••. �
I

I It has been show2 that multivariab1e feedback .qstems mq be used

to describe voltage and, frequency regulation systems in an electric power
.

system. The transient behavior of &l power qstem is usua.ll:1 considered

as We independent phenomena;. the frequency va:J;"iations are assumed depen-
.

dent onq- upon power variations and, similarly, voltage variations are
.

,considered to be
.

a function only of reactive power variations.· This'

representation is used even though it is know to be an over-simpl1fica-

. tion of a complex process. A more complete description of these regula

tion systems has been developed throUgh the use of a closed· loop multi

variable system to represent the power system. This repres�tation is

shown as a block diagram in Fig. 2.7•

.

The power plant in Fig. 2.7 m.q be d.escribed in matrix fom. Thus,

(2.111)

�
.

)
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y-�------

H

P'ig. 2.6 Block diagram ot a'liDear open

loop multivariable qatem

4Q

5YST£M
4P

4P

AQ Pl.ANT
1-----+-_.... � �I

1------_ 4V

. Fig. 2.7 Closed loop multivar1a.ble e,yatem representation
of .. power system
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In the plant transfer function matrix, Gpf and Gqv are large com

pared with Gqf and Gpv in accordance vith the relative strengths of the

coupling factors between the variables. The same equations may be used

to describe a synchronous motor. (A� attempt to determine the transfer

function of a synchronous motor using this representation viII be shown

in chapter'4. )

Note that the measurable quantities in Fig. 2.7 are the variations

in frequency, voltage, power and reactive power. The steady state por-

tion of these parameters is neglected. Although there are many instru

ments available for measuring the steady-state values of these parameters,

special equipment wa� necessary to measure the small variations in these

parameters with any degree of accuracy � The development of such equip

ment is shown in chapter 3.

The' equations· developed from correlation theory to determine open

.

and' closed loop system response functions are, applicable to linear

systems. It! should be noted that &;l power system is: considered vo be

t. _
.

linear for small variations in the measurable: parameters. Therefore,
. .

these equations may be applied t'o pover system studU.

,\...
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3.· DESIGN OF TEST APPARATUS

The method ot obtaining a transfer function tor a system from the, .

.

normal operating records was discussed previousq. It was show that

this 1!lethod could be applied· to a power plant in a
.

large power system,·

or to a motor-generator set in the laborato17. The tour small signal

parameters necessary to describe either system are power, reactive power,··

frequency and voltage. This chapter will deal with the developllent of

equipment to measure the small signai quantities.

Both these systems to be studied are three phase, bIlt theY' may' be

connected in either a UWD:n or nDELTAft confi.guration. However, either·

co�iguration mq: be dealt with using line-to-line voltages and line

currents. (ld.ne-to-neutral voltages and phase currents could also be

used, but these quantities are not as readi� accessible.) Enough

information. is contained in the three phase voltages and currents to

generate the four small signal parameters mentioned above.·

To be most useful, the test equipment must be compatible with both

a laborato1'7 sy'stem and the large power generating station.. The thr�e

phase voltages and currents at the bus between the generating station

and the system are converted through instrument transformers and are

made available at a terminal board. The tel'Jllinal voltages are 120 ·volts
. .

ms. and the 'output of the current transformers is 5 amps� . at a one vol�

amp rating.* The values of 120 volts and 5 amps. are also used �n maQ7
.

laborato17 sy'stems. Thus, these values were chosen as the' rated valu�s

for the input to the test equipment. If arrr la1> sy'stems use voltages or
. .'

currents differing 'from these rated values, instrwnent transformers can

easi� be used to change them to the values needed as iD� to the

.

*.t'. oJ)lt:: 'Yolt-ap. _'tiag waa emosen _ the; -mmum leading, OD. the, .

1hst'rWaeDtt- trast.oraer••
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Fig• .3.1 Front 'View of the test equipment cOl1strueted to ileaSUM'· SDla'1l

signal power system parameters
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:'

Fig. 3.2 Rear rt_ of thee teat' equ1pmeut showing

1. VerobOarcl e8I'd8 ana; earcf holder for the Delta; '1' measuring mcuit •

. 2'. (+)61volt power. supply.

3-. (-)12 volt power supply.

4. Hall effect wattJaater tDa:ruRUaers.

5. Potentiometer. used. to CJa'l1'bitate the: wattmeter tr81'laiueers.

6•. 'f'$mp�at� crontrolleU oven and 500· K.CJ'. ft'Tatal.



equipment.

The design of all measuring circuits was made on the assumption.

thl;lt the three phase system was balance.dl. and that no large transients

would occur in the operating records during the time of recording. For·

each measuring circuit, the output is a d.c. voltage proportional to·the .

parameter being measured.

Photographs showing the tront and back �ewB of the cowpleted

equipment are included as Fig. 3.1 and 3.2 •.

3.1 Voltage Circuit

Since. the power system is assumed to be balanced, moDitoring arI3'

single··liDe-to-line voltage will indicate voltage fluctuations for all

. phases.

The circuit consists of two full wave rectifiers - one of which has .

a'time constant large $tough to measure the average voltage. The other

rectitier has a time constant small enough to follov the fluctuations

in voltage. The output· of the rectitier with the long time constant is

a negative voltage while the output of the rectifier which follows· the

voltage tluctuations is a positive voltage. . 'When the outputs of the twO
,

are added in series, the avez:age voltage is nbucked out". Thus·the total.

output is a direct measure o,f the voltage fluctUations in the. qstem.

Normal voltaie fluctuations are estimated to· be in the order of 1-2

volts or 1% of the peak voltage. If voltage fluctuations are required

to J$ accuracy, the ripple
.

factor of the rectitier� must be less than .01$

thus requiring a long smoothing time'. constant. On the other hand, it

will be impossible to follow fast fluctuations if toO much smoothing is

. used. These twO considerations (speed or resPonse· and r1PP� factor)
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resulted in the type of smoothing circuit �own in Fig. 3.3.

For design purposes, the maximum vo].tage tluctuation vas BSswned to '.

be two volts occurring at a frequency of one cycle per second. The a].e].
time constant of Fig. 3.3 must be short enough to follow these variations•.

The input waveform to this R10l filter is a 120 volt 60 eycle per second .

tull-wa.ve rectified voltage. From the above assumption, the variation

in the voltage can be described. by the formula

variation = 2 cos 2·l1t

Then the maxI.mum change which the filter pmst follow occurs at time

t :::',0'.2; ,seconds. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

The maximum change which can occUr between peaks of the rectified

wave�orm is' giv� by

� 0.1 volts (3.2) .

If R10l is assumed large compared to the J;/120 second interval be

tween voltage peaks, then the voltage decay at the output of the Rlel

filter can be assumed to be a straight 1ine with a; slope of l/RC.. In

order to follow 8:, change of 0.1 volts in r/120 seconds, the filter out

put voltage must decq by 'cr.,l volts or more' from the peak vdue of 160

.

volts.

io 160 = .1
I'

'do 160 :; •.1Rp,

Be = 14'
I I

..
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Fig. 3.3 Circuit for measunng SKil voltage changes
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s
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120 Voh>

F4I11 W.ve R(!ctl(;e<l

...

Fig. 3.4 Diagram
.

illustrating the maximum voltage variation

I'
.,
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For a further satety factor, the 'va:lues of Rl and Cl were chosen to .;'

give a: time constant of 2.2. The ripple. factor which occurs with this

time constant is much larger than 0•.01%., However, it is not possible to

,

follow the, voltage variations, and remove the ripple with one parallel :ac .

filter. This is the reason for the series filters �C2 and R.3C.3� The

filter R3C.3 has' 81 cut-off frequency of 0.01 cycles per second which is

large enough to measure the average peak voltage and remove all trace of

the ripple. The filter �C2 has 81 cut-ott tre�ency'of 10 cycles per

second. The frequencY' is low enough to sat1sfactoriq remove the ripple,

but high enough that the filter response can be considered "flatn at the

frequencies of interest.

3,.2 Power Measuring Circuit

The� were two alternatives available f� measuring power. The

first method was to assume that the system was, ba:1anced and measure the.

power generated by' one phase. This method would require that the aneutrd.· -',

of the star connection be available at the terminal board. ' The product,

of 60 cycle voltage and 60 cycle current results in 81 d.c. term plus a

120 cycle component. Most meter movements damp out the 120 cycle compo-

,nent. ,1I6vever, a't filter would be required at the' output of 81J.Y' electrical

circuit, used to measure single phase power.'

It is a well known fact that, for a bahnced 3 phase sy'stem, the
,

total power has a d.c. value blt no a.c. components. It the two watt

meter method' is used for measuring power, all the signals necessart (3 ,

, "

phase line to line voltages and .3 pha�e line currents), are a.lready'

aVailable.

"

"
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Thus, the two reasons given for measuring 3 phase pover rather than'
.

single phase are::

1. no filtering is necessary to produc. a d.c� level proportional
. to the total power,

2. no extra' connections on the terminal board are required•

.

AnY device which produces an output proportional to the product of

two inputs may be used to measUre poW'er. several analog computer multi

pliers vere considered tor this purpose, but they had two disadvantages. .

l�. They are not accurate over their tull range•.

. 2. Both inputs must � voltages.
.

This doesn't seem to be .s; large
"

disadvantage until it is mentioned that the maxtmum output of the cur

rent transformers is one volt amp. Therefore s' large scale multiplica

tion would be necessary to use 8'·100 volt analog computer multiplie�.

A device which seems ideal for power measurement is' the Hall effect

multiplier. The Hall effect may be described: in the following manner.

It s' conducting bar is placed in a magnetic field B perpendicular to its

ms and it a current I. flOws through the bar in the mal direction,

then an electric field. V is developed that is perpendicular to 1 and B

and proportional to the product of I and B. This element can be coriven

ientq utilized as' a1 wattmeter by·.making B proportional to· line current

and r proportional to line-to-line voltage. The output V is then propor

tional to th$ power being delivered. The Ball multiplier is camnercially

available with a rating of 120 volts and 5 amps •. and a bandwidth from 50

. to 500 c.p.s., thus fitting this proposed application exactly.

The figurative wattmeter connections are shown in Fig. 3.5. Actual

connections are. shown in Appendix B. The phasor anaqsis of this
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measurill� circuit :l.s shown here tor ccmpar1aoJl v.1th the reactive power

measurement to be shown 18(;er•.
.

,.

__. - _. __.

Power = V,ABlJi, +. Vcslc

p: :=:-V sin lOt I �in( 141t-30- 8) + V sin( wt+601 I aiD( I.tJt+9O-6 )
.

.

. (3.5)
= � [ooS(30+ B) .. COS(2"'�30- 8) +. c()s(�30+ e) .. cos(2llJt+150- 8� •

= f cos' 30 cos' e .. sin 30 sin f)

.. fcos 2wt cos(30+ e) + aiD 2(dt sin(30+ 9)J
+ cos(-30) cos 9 - sin(-30) sin 9

-·fcos 2wt cos(150-8) .. sin 2(dt Sin(150-8)}
=.� 2(.8661 cos 9

". �.
, '

....

(3.6)

- ,..,

=- 3 v, r, cos (:)

Since each wattmeter' produces a voltage proportional to the poYer

measured, the total power mq be obtained b.r connecting the two outputs

in series. This circuit results in small variations on a large d.c.

signal (representing the average power). The method used'to obtain on17·

the fluctuations was to subtract the d.c. level from the total b.r means

ot an analog computer operational amplifier. The output (containing

on17 the fluctuations) vas then amplified to a suitable level by' another

s:lDdlar ampl1t1er.
I
••

'
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F1g. 3.6 I4ne-:to-l1ne voltage and line current pha80r diagram
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3.3' Reactive Pover Measuring Circuit

Reactive power Q .is defined by ..

Q=VI siDe. (3.8)

where e - phase angle between current· and voltage ..

The total reactive power of a balaDced 3 phase qstem is' three

times the reactive power of a sfngle phase. The anaqsis below shovs

that it 01111' contaiDs 'a' d.c •. tel'Dl - no 60 qcle or e:D.7 harmonic of 60

cy'eles.
'. Consider the phasor· diagram where V and I have a phase dirterence'

of 90, and an angular frequency' W.·

Figure 3.7 Three Phase Phuor Diagram

The .. anaqsis shown uses vector multiplication. The vector multi-

plicaticn' of V and I at an angle of e is VIcos '9. The required vd.U�
.

to calculate Q is VIsin 8. HOwever, siD e = cos(8 _90°) so that 1£ 900
.

is subtracted � e, ordinary vector multiplication can be used to
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.

� = VA siD wt IA s1D(wt+9 ..90)·

siDA sinB =t'cos(A-B) .. t cos(A+B) (3�0)

This reduces to

(3.11)

where V and I are peak Talues

\. The same wattmeter connecUons are used tor reactive power as were ....
. .

line voltages and line currents.

(3.13)
.

= VI

[Sin (dt m(Att .. 30 - e ) 1 (3.14)
+ sin(wt .. 120) s1n(ldt + 90 .. 9 � .

= f [C08(30+ 8)
- cos{2l.t1�3O- e )

. 1
+ c08(�210+ e) .. cos(2 wt-3O- e.�

. V I
:--'

2 2
00830 cos e .. s1D30 sin (1

+ C08{-210) cos (:J .. sin(-2l0) sin e

- 2 COs(2ldt ... (-30- 8»
..
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� -

[ �= VL I,. -siDe - 2 cO,s(2wt-3G-e)J

=',-!3V" 1." aiD 9 .: ss, r" cos(2CtJt-30+ e) (3.15)
.

The result8Jlt measured reactive power contains both,a d.c. and a

120 ey'Cle component-. The a�c. component can easily be filtered out.

A multip:cying factor ot Jj must be Used to increase the d.c •. value to.

the true reactive pcmn.".

,The output remive power is similar to the output of the paver

measuring qatem in that it contains a- small. variation on a: large d.c.

signal which represents the average reactive power of the S1stem. This:·
.

d.c. component is removed·in the same manner as was done for the power

measuring circuit •.

..

3.4 . Delta' '1' Circuit

The following sectiOn will discuss a method of measaring. sm.all sig- .

. nal variations in .the period of a 60 cfs vavero1"lll. '!'his method measures

variations with an accuracy or 1% .and can theoretically follow variati�s

up to 15 eycles. The stabil1vof this method far exceeds that of 81t1'
.

method which will measure such variations in freqt1eney of 60 ey'Cle

waveforms.

Since the theOl7 requires variations in frequenc)" rather thaD varia-·

tions in time, it is necessary to show the relation between the two.

Frequeney and period are related by' the formula

(3.16) ....

. 1
't, +.. 6F =-

'1'+ 1l'1' (3.17) ..
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III =. (l + 6:1'.) - F

-AT
:

�+'1'6'1'

Since .6.'1' is small. ccmpared to '1' (6'1' approximatel1' ]$. of'!'), it

can be said that

(3.18)

·,.Thus 61. and .A'!' are proportional bu.t oppoSite in sigD.

A. brief description of the operation of the digital circuit used

to measure period variations follows. '!'he output of s· high frequeney

square vave. generator is fed to a counter at the start of « period of

the voltage waveform. At the end· of that period, the ,counting is stopped� ..

The number held in the counter at tbat time is proportional to the period•.
'

'l'h1B mmber is transferred and held b.1 another counter and converted to···

an analog signal. The tir�t counter i& reset to zero and' the. process is

�peated.. The schematic diagram of this circuit 1'8 shown in Fig. 3.8.

rn order to describe this me&Sl1riDg circuit, it is necessar,r to

illustrate the digital circuits involved and define sane of the terms

which will be used to describe them.
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3.4.1' ·Square Wave' Generator

It va shown that & square' wave oscillator is' used &1;1. a. reterence

time base. The 'periOd is measured bT counting the mllIlber of time pulses.

which occur �g eme period of the input voltage wavetQrm. Theretore,

the 8.CC1lr8.C7 ot the measuring. srstem is very dependent on the stability ..
ot the square wave oscillator.

One of the best methods of obtaining high stab:lllt)" in aD oscil

lator' circuit is through the use ot a:.quartz. �rial to· define the tre-
.

quenC)".6..This element 1s slightl)" temperature .de�dent, but small ovens

are available to control the c1'7stal temperature. With the use of aD

oven, crrstal frequencies with &; stability' of 1 PPM mq be easiJ:T

obtained.: The circuit which was used is ·shown.in Fig•. 3.9.

------------------------IZv

L

e,·.O,

�----------------�+,y

Figare 3.9 Square· Vave . Generator



" '

For proper operation, the c1rcuit ID must be tuned to a, frequency, "

'

, , '

,

near that of the ClTetal. The resistors Ra'and R3' vh1ch defiDe the

,
emitter cu:rreDt" are equal in value. At the resonant frequency of the

circuit, the capacitor 01 must be large enough to eftectively short

circuit the two emitters. Thus, the earrents in the two emitter resis-,

tors are commutated between Tl and T2� ,
Silicon di�es (Dl aDd �) are

used· to limit the voltage excursion at the base or T2.

"

, ,

The frequency chosen tor this applic�tion was 500 ItC.
'

'!'hus, the

output provides 12 volt Pulses which are 1 .J.L sec wide.

3.4.2 "Flip-Flop"

The "flip-flop" (also know as, a bistable multivibrator1 is the

basic' unit of this measuring cU-ouit•. It,is widel,. used 1il counting, "

circuit. and memo17 circuits. The design of the flip-flop and other

logic circU1tsis discussed in reterence 7 ..
"

The ,basic flip-flop used in all these circuits is show in

Fig•. 3.10.

The circ'1l1t is detiDed to be in the ·llt state when Tl is conducting,

and Tz is' cut otf. In this case, output A is -6.3 volts due to the

clipping diode and output.B is approxtmately -.�,volts (the collector-, ,,'

emitter voltage for a. saturated transistor)., When Tlis cut ott and T2:'
is conductii1g, the flip-tlop is said to be in the "0" state. The output

,
'

voltage levels v.tll be reversed tor this case. 'In everr case, output A
'

is used to indicate the state of the f'lip-flop.

For this circuit to be useful, some method must be available to

put it in either the "0" or ala state. The diode gating circ'1l1t or

Fig.,3.11 does this.

.

...
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..

In order to put the f11p-flop in the al· state, 0 is set at 0" volts,

D iii set at -6
.

volts and a 6 volt positive ·pulse is applied to Fl and F2

s1multaneous17� Betore the pulse was applied, Dl was reverse biased by'

6 volts' so that the 6 volt pulse is not great enough to caUse' current to
.

now through this diode.
.

However, D2 was reverse biased on17 enough to .

prevent 'current flow, before the pulse is applied. When the 6 volt

pulse occurs, � be�omes torward. biasedi' current flows into T2 and cuts,

it ott, thus' placiDg A at -6.3 volts. The tlip-tlop mq be placed in

the ·0" state bT 'reversing t�e levels ot 0 and D and appqing the 6 Tolt •....
pulses at '1 and F2.

�e measuring circuit "quires a method.ot transterring the bina1'7 .

content ()t one· rup.;.tlop to another. This can be accomplished with the·

flip-nop shown in Fig•. 3.11. It A ot flip-tlop #1 is connected to D ot·· '.

tlip-tlop /12 and B ot Hl is connected to 0 ot #2, then when a. 6 volt

pulse is applied to Fland F2 ot h, #2 .will be set to the same state as
.

#1. This describes a digital sample and hold circuit. The hold mechan

ism is provided br the second �p-f'lop.
A bina1'7 counter can easi17 be constructed· from the f11p-f'lop ot

Fig. 3.11 by' connecting A to 0, B to D, and Fl to F2 .' The counter

changes
.

state each time a 6 volt ,positive pulse is applied at the input

(connection betveen '1 and F2). The logic a,mbol tor the counter is

shown in Fig•. 3.13.

. When using the flip-nop as: a counter, provision·must be made tor

resetting the counter at any desired time. The method used to zero a

counter is. to appl;r a negative voltage· to' the base of T2. This voltage .

causes T2 to saturate, thus switching ott Tl.· This operation Dla7 be
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achieved br the cireu1.t ot Fig•. 3�14.

.. 82t(

t--__....2_2_t(_......�._�fJm

III this c1rcu1t the 22K. resistors are the resistors which connect·.

to the:·bue of T2 in each counter stage. Ho� T3 is satUrated so ..

the collector voltage is appro:rimately 6 volts.. This is the voltage

re�d tor normal operation ot the. COUDters.: When a positive pulse

is applied to· the input ot this circuit, T3 is cut ott and the collector .

voltage tends to -12 volts. This sets all the counter stages to the

3.4.3 "One-Shot" .

This device (also called a monostable multi'91brator) has only' one· ....
stable state bu.t, when triggered, it will·switch to the unstable state.

and hold that state tor a time determined br the discharge ot an RO cir-.

cu1t
.

and then return to the stable state. This OJle-shot is u� used..
to obtain pulses ot predetermined width and height, or tor t:l.xed delqa.S·

..

.

'riro ty'pes of one-shots were used in· the 6 T measuring circuits.

Both types are illustrated in Fig. 3.15 along with the logic symbol tor.·

. both 1i1Pes.
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The difference in these tvo types is the polariV or the outputs.

The fall time of the trail1Dg edge (tor either type) is set by'the

saturation of T,. .

However, the rise-time of the leading edge is deter-
.

mined by' the
.

load capacitY', since T, is cut ott at this time. If the

leading edge 1s important to subsequent circuits, all eiD1tter-follower
.s

is used to couple the one-shot to these c1rcu1ts. . This ensures a mini

mum rise tUle. If the one-shot is used as a delq c1rcu1t, the trailing

edge is the 'important one. This edge has enough drive to make an

emitter-follower unnecessary for m?st' applications.
'.4.4 nAnd" Gate

TIle "and" gate i]s a logic element which will produce a signal ,at
the output if', and on11' if', all input signals are at the prescribed

voltage levels. There· are several types of' "and" ptes which can be

constrneted, bat the on11' type used in this measuring circuit was the

series inverting gate. This type is shown in Fig.. '.16.

If both the inputs are -6 volts, both transistors are saturated

and the output is approximate11' 0 volts. However, if either input is

0, the transistor connected to that input is cut ott, preventing current·

flow in the lK resi$tor. The output is then -12 volts. This is illus

trated by' Fig•. ,.17•
.

'.4-5 General Circuit Discussion·

Fig. '.8 shows the schematic diagram of the circuit. The accuracY'
..

obtained by' this method depends largeq on the abilitY' to determine the

beginning and end of a period ot the wavetorm. A negative zero crossing·.

sensor is used tor this parpose. The input voltage waveform 1s 110 volts·
.

c

RMS (one ot the , phase voltages). This voltage is. clipped to :!: .6 volts
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and amplified•. The :resulting. s,qUare wave 1s fed to a positive a.c.
. .' .'

triggered One-shot. Since the amplifier produces an inversion, the one-

. \.

'.
.

.

.'

shot delivers a positive pulse every time the input voltage crosses, the

zero axis with a negative slope.

The pulse from the one-shot ·119 used to trigpr the Control Flip

Flop which is cODnected as a counter. Therefore, the Control Flip-Flop

cIumges state once for every eycle of the input wavetorm•

The timing waveforms are shown in Fig. 3.18•. Examination of the

waveforms shows that the flip-flop· is ib the "1" state for s fUll period ...

once every' second eyele. A. similar, bl:lt inverted, wavetorm is available ..

from Output B ot the flip-flop•. Output A is used as one input to an

"and" gate. The other input' is ta1cen from • SOOKC c17Stal controlled· '

square vave generator. Then, when Output .r. 119 in the "1" state, a 500KC

square wave is passed through the "and" gate to the eight stage counter.

For E1 60 01'01e waveform, the total number of pulSes reaohing the

counter in one period is approximately' 8300. This number could be accom

modated by' a 14 stage biD817 counter without overflow. However, onq the ..

variations in period length are necessa:ey' so the more significant portion ....

of the counter mq be eliminated. An eight stage counter will indicate

�.! .4 cps. variation with no ambiguity. 'l'h1's tolerance is more than

adequate' tor measuring power system frequeney variations.

This system requires the counter to be reset to zero before the

counting begins again. The reset pulse is derived from the negative edge .

of the wavetorm trom Output B ot the Control Flip-Flop, blt 1t is deJ.qed

by' 200 microseconds. The reason tor this delq is to dlOw time . for a
_

"sample" pulse betore the counter is reset. The numbers held by the

I.:
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counter while count-ing is progressiDg don't signii)' an,th1ng and are not
,

'

tIUlted as an output. The number which, is significant, (the tiDal number)

is obtained from the counter by e; "sample" pulse through the method

described in 3.4.2.
'

,

A smooth analog voltage proportional to the' variations in STstem

frequency is required at the output. Some method must be used to store
" .

the value obtained by the ttsample" pulse until the ne� value is deter-

,mined. The method used by this circuit is ... set of 8 independent tlip

flOps in parallel with the 8 stage 'counter.," When the sample pulse occurs,"

these S flip-flops are set in the same st-ates as the corresponding stages ,"
. ,

of the' counter. These flip-flops 'do not change their st-ate again unlesS"
,

"

the counter holds e;. different number at the time of another "sample"

pulse. The binary' number held by the tlip-flop is converted to an analog

voltage by the circuit shown ill Fig.- 3.19.

El � E3 E4 E; %�, :&,;
R 2R '4R sa 16R 32R 6�

·'V "

r

_ ....

Eg

l2SR

, I

Figure, 3.19 Binary' Digital to Analog Converter

The voltages El, •••• , ES are obtained from Output A of the tli:p- "

flops.. '"I". 1's- the output analog voltage. ,The following analysis shows '

that the analog output is proportional to the binary' input.
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tIS1ng nodal malrsis
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..
2R

+.
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- V(r +
R

+
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of!
4R

+ • .. ··12sa)

.Ma;x1mum V for anY' binary' input requires that K be a 1Ilinimum. This.'
· .

can be done by'making r as large as possible. The 'circuit uses an
.

.
.

emitter-follower ih plac�. of the resistor r. This satisfies two re-

qairem�ts:- (1) the voltage V approaches ma1mum for any binary input,

(2) the outpnt impedance is reduced to a minimum.

Since the 500KC c17stal controlled square wave generator has a

stabilitY'. of 10 ppm, the digital output for 811 exact 60 cps. waveform

can be calculated. The digital output ·for.! .2 cps variations of input.

wavetorm can aiLso be calculated. Calibration of the unit is smplY' a .

matter of setting the 8 stages of flip-nops to the states they- would

have for a 60.2 cps input and a; 59.·8 cps input.

The output of the digitd to analog converter ranges from 0 to a.

maximum of -6 volts. SiDce At 0( - �T, then llt is a minimum when

the output is -ii� and' a,more positive output voltage indicates en increase

in os;

The lqout of this frequencY' measuring circuit is shown in Appendix

B. The diagrams illustrate the circuits as theY' appear on .3t" b3' 12"

plug-in veroboard cards.
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,4� LABORATORY TEsrS

This chapter describes the tests that were made to' show that the

digital computer programs which were' ,developed perform as expected.

Tests illustrating the application of correlation techniques to deter

mine the frequ�c,. response of a known qstem and It synchronous motor

are also included•

..
4.1 Tests of Computer Programs

There are two basic types of programs which were developed for

this work. The,. are the correlation programs and the programs for cal

culating the Fourier transform of,a time fanction. TWo tests are men

tioned here which show that the programs perform as expected.

4..1.1 Correlation Programs

The equation which is used t,o test these programs is the one ,which

describes 'the error due to a finite record for the autocorrelation of a',

cosine wave. For convenience, this equation u repeated here.

: �.It 'has �ad7 been shown that, under ideal conditions, the result

of the autocorrelation of !r. cosine t'tmction is another cosine. Thus, it

8' cosine tanction is used as the input to the autocorrelation program

and this input is subtracted from the output, the resulting error should

be identical to that given 'b7 equation (4.1).

The tanction, used to tefJt the program was a one ercle/sec. cosine

waveform sampled 12 times/sec. The' record length was 1* sec. Fig.. 4�1 '
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\
-'

shovs 8:. plot.ot the error calcUlated' trom equation (4.1) and also the

error which was. computed b.r the digital com.p11ter program. The sim1larit,.

.

between these two plots constitutes a graphic proof that. the program is

the desired one. This;:test was done onl,. for the autocorrelation program.

However, the method. used tor the crosscorrelation program is ·identical.

Theretore, it can be &SSt1JI1ed that that program is also correct.

4.1.2 Fourier Transform Programs

The method used. to test this program vas to compare the computed

transform with the theoretical transform which .uld have been obtained

from a particular function of. time. It was stated in 2.1.1 that the

IaplaCe transform of f(t) is equivalent to the Fourier transform of f(t),
.

proViding f(t) vanishes for t < O. The reason for this stipulation can
.:

be seen from the formulas for the Laplace transform

and the Fourier transform

0()
.

F(w) = i t(t)e-j ec>tdt
_00

There are tables readily available which list the Laplace transforms of

the more common time tunctions. Thus, the actual Laplace transform of'

a particular time dependent tui'lction can easily b8 determined. The
.

.

..
: ....

Laplace transform can be comp�ed by' the Fourier transtorm program (with�:.·.··
oUt moditying the progr8.1Jl) if the input data contains values of f( t)=O .'

.

for all t < O. In that· case the prograni results should be identical.

to the Laplace transform obtained from tables.
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.

The f\mction of time that was chosen to test the' program was. the

imPUlse response tanction for a first order qstem.

f(t) = 200e-t/.2

The Laplace transform of this ihnct.1oD is

F(s):: 40

1+.2s

.

(4.5) .:
.

It s is replaced bJr· jw, then (4. 5)' mq be written in the .form of

a' gain. ·and a phase angle. Thus

F(W). =.A.a

where

e' -l( ):;: tan .2 (.()
..... :

Graphs of log gain vs. log to and phase angle vs. log fA) for this

transform are shown in Fig•. 4.2•. Note that the asymptotic approximation

to the magnitude plot is also shown. There· are several factors charac

teristic of a first order S7Stem vh1.ch may. be determined from graphs

such as those. shown in Fig. 4.2•

.
Consider the general Ie.place transform for a first orde�.. system.

.

K' .

H{s) =-�

Then, if s is replaced by jw, a- plot of log gain and phase vs. log CIJ

'WOUld show
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I.. the lOW trequenC1 gain =. X,
. 2. ·the "bre$k" frequenc)" 'as W =f,.
3. the slope of the asymptotic approximation· is -1 tor w > �, .

4. the phase lag at w .= i is 4'f',

5., the, maximum phase lag is ,900•
These five factors are veey necessa1'1· to. determine a:: trequeuc)"

response function from a graph such _ Fig. 4.2. The)" were also used

as indicators to. check 'the accuraey of the FoUrier transform program-.

The program results. are shown in Fig•. 4.·3. (The input tor this

program w�s gene�.ated on the computer according to equation (4.4).)
.Hote that the computation was split into two parts ill order to ..

o� a' ,more even distribltion of points along the trequeney axLs.

The. re.su1ts . of this program should haVe been identical to the th�oreti.;.. .

cal Laplace transform. Comparison of Fig.. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 shows verr..·

little ditterence between the tvo. Therefore,. the program performs

correctq.

•
.

4.2 System Response Determination Through Correlation Yechn1ques

N'Ow that the programs have been proved correct, it can be shown
.

how the method outlined in 2.1 mq be used to detemine the frequeney

response function tor a known system excited b7 random noise. The

reason for choosing a known s;ystem is that the ca:lealated frequency .

response CaD then be easily' compared with the known response.· Also,
the input and output records can then be chosen to cover the trequenc)"
range which, best illustrates the transfer function.
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4.2.1 Tests
.

. ... '.

The qstem chosen· to illustrate the me� ·had.a trequenc;y responSe·.··
givenbr

1
FCW} =. (1+'.P33j W ) (1+.01jw)

.

A STstem with this reap.onse was set up on. an analog computer as show

in Fig•. 4.4.

.•Olp.f.

, lOOIC
INPUT ------'-.....

1001( 1001(

:.

1001(.

Figure 4.4· Analog Computer Connections tor a Known S;ystem

Amplitude aDd phase plots of equation (4.8) are shown in Fig •. 4.5 •...
Note the relation between the· actual curve and the a-syinptotic

appro:ld..mnt1on.
.

It was shown in 2.2 that the trequenc;y response of a' sy'stem Ullder

stud7 must show all its characteristics within a two decade trequenc;y .

range. Examination of Fig•. 4.5 shows that the response can best be

il1ustrate.d b.r a frequency' range starting at 4 rail./sec. and continuing ...
to 400 rad./eec. According to equation (2.106) the sampling interval

must then' be 0.008 secs ... The recorder which was used to record the

sy'Stem input and output provided timing lines at 0.01 sec. intervals.

This sampling interval provides e;. maximum .angular frequency of jOO
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raiJ/sec and,. therefore, a.m1nimum. angular frequenC7 of' ·3 raD./sec. This·.

range is also adequate to determine the frequeney response and was used

in the test because it was better matched to tlle recording eqUipment.

Then, according to equation (2.108It 10 seconds of' record mq be used

in the computer analysis. Tids record. length sets the maxt.mum correJ.a-.

ti9n displacement. l'mar = 1 second.

.

The input to the qstem. (Fig. 4.4) was a random noise source which

contained frequency compo�ents in the range 0 - 75 cps. This upper.

frequenC7 violates the· rule that there be at leaSt two samples per period
.

of the highest frequency component. Therefore, it was. necess81"1' to place

. a low pass filter on the .random noise. generator. ID.order to reduce the

frequency components above 50 cps to a negligible level, the filter

chosen had a. cut-off frequeney of 30 cps and a: slope of ;';'3 (on a log-log

plot) beyond that frequeney.

After the record length had been chosen and the noise source proper�
.

filtered, the input and output voltages for the known sy'stem were recorded .

on a two channel pen recorder. The input and output data vas exliracted

from these records by scaling points at 0.01 .second intervals. From this

data, the input autocorrelation,· the erosscorrelation and the output
.

.

.

autocorrelation functions for the Sj"stem were calculated. These tanctions/

are s�own in Figs. 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. Note that the input autocorrelation

bears· some resemblance to an impulse f\mctioil. .1'11e reason for the wide·

ba:se of the spike is that the input noise onq contains frequency· compo
nents belw 50 cps. For a true impulse, an intinite bandwidth would be

required.
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several sets· of power spectral densitT fanctions were then calculate.d
.

from these correlation functions using various values of 1:': • AlthoUgh
:max .

discussion iil 2.2 showed that, for a 10 second record, a value of

"'t"ma:x:- = 1 second for the correlation pro�ams ·would be sufficient to
. .

.

calculate reliable results from the Fourier transform programs, it was

found that the best resalts were obtained for 'Tmax, = 0.5 seconds.

The input· auto, the ·cross, and the output auto power densiv spectra
•

calculated with ?;'
max

= 0�5 seconds are shown in Figs. 4.9, 4.10 and

4.·11 respectively. The trequ.eney response H( w) and IH( w )12 were cal

culated' from these tanctions by' equ.ations (2.67) and (2.69) •. Graphs of

these ·two calculations are shown in Figs. 4.12 and 4.1.3.

The graphical results as shown in Fig. 4.12 compare closely: with

the theoretical curve for this qstem (Fig. 4.5) up to a. frequencY' of

100 raDlsec.. The "scatter" at lrl:-gher frequencies is believed to be

caused by'the Visual method of.. sampling. However, it. is possible to

make a: very good estimate of the actual transfer function from the

results. In this case, the results are clear enough that no special

significance is attached to Fig. 4.]J other than noting that it is approx

imate:cy- the square of the amplitude shown in Fig. 4.12.

The same.ceil.eulations were made. with· the max1mum correlation dis

placement 1:'max = 1 second. For the sake of breviV, onq the final

results are shown here' (Figs. 4.14 and 4.15). Although the general

. shapes of these graphs are similar to the desired graphs, the scatter

of the points would make it difficult to accurate:cy- estimate' the tran..

fer function. The scatter tor these results is much greater than that. '.

ot the results for Tmax = '0.5 seconds.
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. 4.2.2 Conclusions

No explanation can be given at this time tor the difterence in the. .

qualit,' ot the results obtained tor 7:'max. = 0.·5 sec. and {;max = 1 sec.

It was thought that the results at low trequencies would 'improve with

longer correlation displacement. This same problem ot choosing �max
.

occarred during several other tests which were made on similar qatems•.
1

These results (or l.8.ck of result�) would indicate that the "%"Illes ot

thumb" developed in 2.2 regarding record length and 7:'max are not as

accurate as would be
.

desired. ThUs, although it has been shown that

. the method pertorms correet:CY-, some refinement in the techniques is

needed to produce good re$Ults from every test.

In the. tests show, the transter function ot the sy'Stem was know'

and it was, theretore, possible to choose a trequenC)" range which.would ".

best illustrate the transfer function. The careful planning necess817 ."

tor thi's test indicates the ditficulties vhich would·be encountered

(due to the tact that calculations are limited to a two decade trequeney

range) when this method is applied. to an unknow system.

4.3 Correlation Techniques Applied to power Systems

The test described here had two parposes:·

1. to provide a test tor the equipment which vas designed to

measure the snutll signd· parameters mentioned previousq,

2. to determine the system response through the use of the method'

described in chapter 2.

The necessa:r;y conditions tor a teat ot the designed instruments .:

vas
.
established by �. synchronous motor connected to an infinite bus. '.

'.'
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I,

Tbi. motor mq be easi:CY- fitted to the multivariable representation of

It power syostem shown in 2�.3. The requirement of an 1nt1n1te btls effec

tively' removes the feedback loop illustrated in Fig� 2 • .3. This consid

erab:CY- simplifies the analysis in that the method discussed in 2.1.8

(determination of the feedbaCk loop) is not necessar,r. The �otor can

then be represented b;y a four termin8'l network where the inputs are

variations in frequency and vQltage and the outputs are,variations in ,

power and reactive power. Fig. 4.16 shows a short section of the t7p�-'

cal records obtained fo� the input' and output of this sy'stem. These

records illustrate, in a qualitative manner, that the instruments per

form the tunction tor which they were, designed.

There' are four individual frequency response tunctions which must

be determined to completely describe this tour terminal network. The

frequency range which vould. best illustrate these tunctions is not

kn�, bat examination ot Fig. 4.16 shOws that the max:t.mum frequencies

ot the small signal parameters are less than two cycles per second.

Theretore,' the 'obvious frequency range to choose tor a first analysis

is a range with a maximum of two cycles/second. Then no special filte�

ing would be necess&l7 before recording the four snall signal parameters.

The results of this analysis could be used to indicate any other tre-
,

'

queney. ranges (and'the corresponding filtered records) ,which might be

necess8.l7 to determine the frequency response functions.

Fig. 4.17 shows the graphs of the results of an an�is for the

frequency response relationship between the variations in frequency and

power. ' Several features are illustrated by' these graphs.
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1•.. The random distribution of the plotted ·.points makes it dif:ricult

if'. not impossible to obtain a mathematical description tor this

frequency. response. The amplitude response shOW's some resemblance'

to a�.lightq damped second order system, l:nt. this siJn1larity is

slight. However, the ph8.se plot bears no resemblance to a
.

.

second order system or arq other' simple qstem. Therefore, con-
'.

.

sidemg both the. amplitude and phase plots, this attempt to

determine &' srstem response' fmlcrl:;ion must be considered unsuc

cessful. Un:rortun�elY" this anal\r.sis doesn't indicate arrr other
..

tests which should. be made either•
.

2. At.: cert� frequencies, some of the points cal�lated for the

input' power density spectrum were negative•. The absolute value

of the ratio 'i/ iii at these frequencies is shown on the

amplitude plot b.1 circled points. The same OCC'lllTence of nega-

tive frequenCY' densities at certain frequencies·was also observed:'
'.

,

. in the output power density spectram (n�t: shown).' It haS' been

statedl that a power density spectrum �ich. i� .negative in cer-
. � -

.

. .• !

...

tain frequencY' ranges is ·the result of a non-realizable autocor-.

relation. function.. To sq that the autocorrelation fanction is

not realizable means that the real time �ction which results

in this autocorrelation does not exist.
.

In this case the auto-

correlation functions are derived from the records of' frequenCY'
. .

. ,aud power variations. These real time flmctions obviously do

exist. Therefore, .it must be assamed that the method of sampling...

which was used distorted these records to such au extent that the

autocorrelations of these records appear to be non-realizable.
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,

rf' this is the case, some very" basic changes'vill: have to, be
"

made in the overtirmethod.

.
...
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5.. RECa.1MENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The use or correlation techniques to determine a system response

function has been illustrated. However, the task or applying these

techniques to a: power 81stem has not been accomplished. In order to

do this and obtain reliable results, some refinements will have to be

made in the method which is used. These ref'inements will main13 'be

better approximations or integral equations by digital techniques.

However, the "rules or thumb" regarding record length, Lmax, sampling

interval. and the frequency' range mq,also require changing.

One of the problems which arose was the error which vas'iu'tro

duced to the' sampled reoords due to the visual. method or sampling.

This Problem �uld be eliminated through the use, or an analog to

digital converter and an associated output device such as a paper tape

'punch., These devices would have two purposes:

1.. el1m1nate the error due to visual saDipling,

2. eliminate the tedious and time consttm1ng process or scaling

the record., This oan very: greatlY' speed up the process or determining

a ."stem response where several sets of records are needed to analy'ze

dirterent frequency' ranges.

Although an analog to digital converter would speed data collection

and elim1nate sampling error, the errors resulting from approximating a

contitmous 1lltegraJ. by a discrete summation vould still, be present.

Most of the difficulties which have been mentioned could be el1mi�

nated through the use or an analOg correlater rather than the d1gital

computer metp.ods outlined. An analog correlater is nov commerc1alq

available 'Which will calClllat& oorrelation funotions and, their
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assQciated Fourier transforms and illustrate these on an X-Y recorder.

The correlater uses a' continuous loop magnetic tape as its basic unit.
'

Data is recorded on the tape and- read from the tape by' tVo heads,
'

one

of which is fixed and the' other movable. This syatem would otter

several advantages over carrela�on by digital computer methods. 'l'his

results from the basic di:f'terence in the 'two methodS; analog calcula

�ons are perfo�d in « continuous manner whereas dig:Ltal calculations

are discrete. The advantages are::

,

1. The greatest advantage would, be that. the approxlmations ne�essary
, )

for digital calculation could be neglected. Because analog cal-

culations are Dl$de in a cont�ous manner, the integral equations,

develOped in 2.1 could be applied directly.

2. The continuous input and output records could be introduced. directly

to an analog correlater, thus eliminating'the work involved in

sampling these records and the associated sampling errors. Since

the continuous waveform could be used, the aliasing problem would

not exist. (However, it the Fourier transforms were calculated by'

digital methods, the cOrrelation functions would, have to be sampled

at a rate which would prevent aliasing.) The precise tiltering of

the input .records would then be unnecess817. Thus, the set of

correlation functions obtained bi analog meaDs from any' one record

could be used to calCl1late power density' spectra in a frequency

range much wider th$.D the range which digital computer methods
,

'

allow. (Note that the IlJof 1620 is used tor comparison.)
3. Au analog correlater ,could easily be obtained which, tor a:ar given

, '

maximum frequency of an input record, would permit � time record
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longer than that permitted by 1m 1620 digital calculations.

For these· reasons, it is re.commended that an analog correlater' be'

considered tor use in &n7 fUture work siDiilar to that presented �n this

thesis.
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APPENDIX A - COMPllTER PROGRAMS

1. General Remarks

The programs and GUbrout1nes mentioned in this section are written

in the Fortran II compiler language for use on the IlM 1620 II computer

equipped with a 40,000 core memory and a lJll disk pack 'auXili827'

'mem01'1'. These programs are Written to be used with the 1620 Monitor I

'Programming System.

One significant limitation of the Fortran II language Which affects

the following programs is that arrays cannot be described b.r zero or

negative subscripts. The'discrete points of the input record fi(t) and

the output record fo(t) (called A and B in the programs) are stored in

the computer as one dimensional-arrays. Since zero subscripts are not

allowed, fi(O) and fo(O)' are stored as A(l) and B(l) respectively., A

corresponding shift, is made in the remaining data. 'The correlation

shift l:' is also affected in a· similar manner. This is the reason for

the l's (which at first seem unnecessary) appearing in the, programs and

subroutines.

Another limitation is the. 40,000 core mem01'1'.' In order to accept

1000 samples each of input and output data (and have immediate access,

to this data) and also provide storage' for 400 correlation, calculations,

it is necessary to reduce the floating point field to six digits.

Each subroutine has provision for printing Out intermediate results

on the console t,pewriter. In each and every case, this is done b.r

turning on sense, Switch l� This facility provides a method of deter

mining' that . an,. particular subroutine is tlmctioniDg properly.



Flow diagrams ot all the subroutines and listings or all the pro

gramS and subroutines tollow the written descriptiOn.

2. Subroutine 'AUCORR( S)

This subroutine is used to calcnlate the autocorrelation or a set

of discrete points according to the formula

() 1
PHI. "r =

N-1:'+l

N-'l'.'

i: tl(t)t1(t+ t'-1)
turl

(A.l)

where' takes the values 1,2, •••• �max. Notice that the valne of

£Pu(O) is calculated by' PHI(l) •

.One or the rules ot Fortran II is that there must be at least one

explicit argument tor a Fortran subroutine. AU the necessary data
. .

for this subroutine is transmitted implicitly· (i.e. by' a C(I.1MON state

ment). The explicit argument S is the max1mum value of the autocorrela

tion fUnction which is 9'U(O).
It was mentioned in Chapter 2.2 that for discrete data; the cor

relation sh1tt L can onl1 be integral multiples of the sampling interval.

In this subroutine and CRCORR, the integer controlling this shift is

the variable IT.

3. Subroutine CRCORR( S)

This subroutine calculates the crosscorrelation function resulting

.. from two sets or discrete data,. tor both positive and negative values

of T. The subroutine also Computes the JWd.mum value or the cross-

.

correlation and makes this available as the explicit argument S.
.

For positive � the cross�orrelation ta.nction 1s calculated in

a manner similar to the autocorrelation tunction. 'lhus
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,.,-'t'"�1

l. f'i(t)f'o(t+1'-l)
'tal

(A.2)

where "r =' 1,2, •••• 'Z'�,
Values ot "io(-') mq be obtained through the use ot the

relationship

(A.3) .

Thu;s, values tor qJio(- '2'") are calculated according to the

f'ollowing f'ormula,

The value of' P'iO(O) is calculated by' equation ·(A.2) when "r=l.

To save computer time,' (A.4) was changed sl1ght:CY- so that this value

is not calculated twice.

The crosscorrelation f'anction is stored as ·a· one dimensional arra;y

in the follOWing manner. 9J12(- '2"ma:) is stored as PHI(l), ?'12(0) is

.

stored as PHI(Tmax+l) and t,OJ:f:.?:mu:-l) is stored as PHI(2Lmax).

4. Link Programs CORRl, CORR2 and CORR3

The ,?orrelation programs vhich ceJ.culate ?11' tp10 and f/Joo all

use �1ther or both records f'i(t) and fo(t). A substantial saVing in

. time results it the data. can be read into the computer once and all

three correlations performed at that time. Due to the amount of'data

which must bEt stored, these calculations cannot all be made by' one

program. However, t:b1s program can be broken up into' three ·"link"·

) programs vllc.h can then b8 executed sequent1all.y' without re-entering
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the data� This can on:q be, done it the data is stored in the "common"

area. It is also necessary that the parameters (such as record length,

Tmax; etc.) required by the correlation subprograms be stored in the

"common" area.

a., Link CORRl

Notice that CORRl does not read in the data. This must be done by

a program ot the type DATA IN, which enters the data and correlation

parameters into the COl-1MON area and then Qalls Link, CORal.

CORRl tirst calc:ulates the mean and variance ot both fi(t) and

'fo(t). It the mean value were not subtracted from that data, a large

d.c. bias would be generated by the correlation programs that would

mask the desired output. It the data being correlated has a zero mean,

the variance of that data is calcmlated by ,the _tocorre!ation program

at 9'll(O).. Since the mean value is subtracted before correlation, the

calcmlation of' the variance by, the two methods provides'a check on the
,

aUtocorrelation program.

The data can be represented by Xi where i = 1,2, •••• N.

The mean value is given by

l'
N

x= I: x...N
1=1

...

, 21N -2
V&riance � =

N L (Xi - X)
, i=l

'N '

= i � (:q,2 - 2xJ.i + r>
,1=1 "

::; � X;t2_& If X£+; f I,1=1 N, 1=1 i=l

(A.5)'

(A.6)
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(A.7)

This formula provides a fast method or determining both the mean

and variance of a set of data.

The main purpose of CORn is to call the subroutine CRCORR and

punch the resulting crosscorrelation tun�tion. This prOgram then calls

CORR2. '

b. ld.nk CORR2

The purpose of this, link program is to Dcalln the subroutine AUCORR,

punch the resulting input autocorrelation, and thall, call CORR3.

c. ld.nk' CORR,3

CORR3 is similar to C0RR2 with one exception. 'The subroutine

AUCORR calculates the autocorrelation of the data stored in array A.

, To calculate the output autocorrelation, it is necesS8l'7 to transfer

the output data fo(t) from B to A before calling AUCORR.

5. Subroutine AUPDS

The purpose of, this subroutine is to calculate the cosine transform

of the �put or output autocorrelation fanction. ,It, is referred to, as
,

Auto Power Density' Spectrum (AUPDS) where the term auto is used to

distinguish this subroutine £rom' the subroutine CRPDS.

The calculatioD of 1. aa(fA) is performed according to the formula

�... ,

PSD(w) = � (PHI{ 1:")cos W ?:") A?:
t' .. ,

(A.S) ,
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The values of PHI and PSD along with the frequencies at vhich the
.

potier density' spectrilm is calculated are transferred to and from .the

subroutine by a CCH-fQN statement. The values transferred as explicit

arguments are the sampling rate, .the interval at vhich �aa. ( 7:) is cal

culated, "max' the .max1mum and minimum angular frequencies at which
,

PSD( fA) is calculated, and the total number' of PSD calculations.

The subroutine performs the calculation which is an approximation'

to the formula.'

.

The integration calculates the area under the curve given by
.

'

.

.

(/)aa.(7:)cos �7:'. Careful attention must be paid to the method of esti-

mating this area when using discrete points rather than continuous

curves. It vas found that the normal rectangular approximation to the

desired· curve (shown in Fig. A.l) �sulted in an error vhicb could not

be tolerated.

The approx:1ma.tion obtained by' jo1riing the discrete points by.

straight lines· proved to be' a much better approach. In this case, the

area under the approx1mate curve is the sum of a number of trapezoids,

as shown ill Fig. A.2. It the points of the data are designated as' &j,

(where 1 = .1, •••• n) and 4l1t 1s the distance betveen points, the total

area would be

[&n-l+8n]At +
••••

.

2 At

= At [r + a.. + a .. + ••••
+ a._I + �] (A.10)
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Fig. A.1
.'
RectaDguJ,ar apprommat1oD to a continuous wavetorm

..



Thus, if the magnitude ,ot the tirst and last points of the auto

c�elation i\mction are divided br two, the area ,can be calculated by' ,

the equival9nt rectangle approximation shown in Fig. A.3. This method '

is used tor both AUPDS and CRPDS.
'

6. Stlbroutine' CBPDS

CRPDS' is the abbreviation ot Cross Power DensitY' Spectrum. It is

determined 'b,y the Fourier transtorm ot the crosscorrelation fUnction.

As it vas shown in chapter 2.2, the exPonential. e-j w t must be replaced'

by cos wt - j sin wt.. Thus, the Fourier transform ,tor digital calcula

tion is split into, two parts:.

1." The real component ,

,

,,-J '
"

REAL(w) = t.. � ( qJ io ( 1') cos cu?-) A�
1:'. -'1"...""

(A•.ll)

(designated SUM2 in the subroutine).

2 •. The imagin817 or quadrature component
'Z"..... -I

'QUAD(w) = -1- � (, fPio ( 1:') sin w'Z"') A 1:'
(;'.. -�-"

(A.12)

(designated SUMl in the subroutine).

These' two components are made' available to, the main program in the

'torm ot a magnitude' at a' phase angle.

PSD(.w) ::: J [REAL(W � 2'
+. [QUAD(",)] 2 (A.13)



·The ertplicit and implicit argaments of this subroutine are the same

as those in AUPDS. One additional argament is PHASE«(.() which is trans

ferred � the subroutine by a CCJ1MOH statement.

Note that this subroutine requires the Fortran Function ANGLE in

order to compute equation (A.14).

7. Function ANGLE (QUAD, REAL)

This Fortran tlmctiOll subprogram determines the �gle at which a
,

vector with· a particular real and imaginai7 component would appear.

It is necess� �cause the libr� function for computing tan-i (ATABF)
can Oll� produce angles 'Which lie in the first or fourth quadrants.

The function ANGIE uses the real and :imaginal7 (or quadrature) compo

nents to determine the qUadrant in which the vector would lie. The

lmowledge of the: quadrant is used in conjunction with the libra:ry time

tion ANGIE in the manner show in Fig.. A.4 to calcu.late the true angle

of the Tector... Note that the output of ANGLE is in degrees rather than

radians.

180.,. !.§.g ATANF' QUAl)
tr REAl..

•

-180'"
180

ATANr QUAD
rr REA L. !fP AiAN F"

. if:e

Figure A.4 Cs.1cu.lation of ANGIE in Various quadrants
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.
. (

s. Power Density Spectl"llDl Programs

There are three or these programs which are very siJnilar and,

.. therefore, . mq be treated as a group. They are::

1. Input Power Density Spectrum.

2. Cro.ss Power DensitY. Spectrum •

. .8. OUtput POwer Density Spectrwn.
\

The purpose of the three programs is to calculate the Fo�er

transforms of the . input autocorrelation, the �sscorrelation and the

output autocorrelation. The actual transformation ·is done by the sub

routines AUPDS or CRPDS (depending on which transformation is being

. made)� Thus, the only' work done by
.

the programs named above is to

read in the data obtained from the correlation programs and punch out

the results.

9. Ratio Programs

These two programs are named:

1•... CROSS P.D•.s./INPUT P..D.S.

2•. OUTPUT p.n.s./INPUT P.D.S.

They are used to calculate the ratios·mentioned in 2�1.7.

(A•.16)

TheY' are both very short and straightforward. The. only point to

note is th8.t the n'Ulllerator of each ratio is read in before th�

denominator.
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C DATA IN .)

D I MENS I O� A ( 1000) • B ( 1 000) • PHI ( 40·0 )

COMMON A.B.PHI'N,MAXT,lT,DELT
2 FORMAT (315.FIO.3)
3 FORMAT (20F4.6)

.

READ 2.N.MAXT.IT;DELT
READ 3�(A(I).1=1.N)
READ 3.(B(J).I=l.N)
CALL LINK (CORRl)
END
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C CORRl .

1 FORMAT (SOH· TYPE OF SYSTEM OA TE
1

.

)

2 FORMAT (25HSAMPLING I NTEBVAL·. (SEC.) = .FS.3//)
DIMENSION A(1000).B(1000).PHI(400)
COMMON A.B .PHI.N.MAXT. I T.DEL T .

READ 1
20 FORMAT (2X.5HINPUT)
21 FORMAT (4X.5HMEAN=.E14.S)·

.

22 FORMAT (4X.9HVARIANCE=.EI4.S/)
23 FORMAT (2X.6HOUTPUT)

T=N
SUM=O.
PROD=O.
D040I:l.N
SUM=SUM+A ( 1 ).
PROD =PROO+A ( I ) *A ( I )

40 CONTINUE

AVGl=SUM/T
VARl=PROD/T�AVG1*AVGl
DOI01=I.N

10 A(I)=A(I)-AVGl
SUM=O.
PROD=.O.

0041 1= 1. N

.

SUM=SUM+B ( I )

PROP=PRQD+B( I )*6( I)
41 CONTINUE

AVG2=SUM/T
VAR2=PROD/T-AVG2*AVG2
PO 11 I:: 1. N

11 B(I)=B(I)-AVG2
PUNCH 1
PUNCH 2.DELT
PUNCH 20

PUNCH 21.AVGl
PUNCH .22.VARI
PUNCH 23
PUNCH 21.AVG2
PUNCH 22.VAR2

3 FORMAT (/16HCROSSCORRELATION/)
PUNCH 3
CALL CRCORR (S)
PUNCH 4.S .

4 FORMAT (9HPHICMAX,=.EI2.4)
MTAU=2*MAXT·

D0121=1.MTAU.IT
12 PUNCH 5.I.PHI(I)

.

5 FORMAT (2HT=.I4.4X.4HPHI�.EI4.S)
CALL LINK (CORR2)
END
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C CORR2

D I MENS ION A ( 1000) ,a ( 1 000) ,PH I (400·)
·COMMON A ,a,PHi 'N,MAXT, I T,DELT

1 FORMAT (//21HINPUT AUTOCORRELATJON/)
CALL AUCORR (S)·
PUNCH 1

2 FORMAT (9HPHI(MAX)=,E12.4)
PUNCH 2,S
D03I�1.MAXT,IT

3 PUNCH 4.I,PHI(I)
4 FORMAT (2HT=,I4,4X.4HPHI=.Et4.8)

CALL LINK (CORR3)
.

END

\

\
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C CORR3
DIMENSION A(lOOO).B(lOOO).PHI(400)

.

.

.
.

COMMON A.B,PH1'N.MAXT.IT.DEL.T
1 FORMAT (//22HOUTPUT AUTOCORREL.ATION/)
0021 = 1 .N

2 A ( I ) =B ( I )

CAL.L. AUCORR(S)
PUNCH 1

PUNCH 3.• S·
3 FORMAT (9HPHI(MAX)=.E12.4;

. 004 1= 1 •MAXT. IT
4 PUNCH 5.I,PHI(Il

.

5 FORMAT. (2HT�.14.4X.4HPHI=.E14.aj
STOP
END
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SUBROUT I NE AUCORR· (S)
OIM�NSION A(1000).8(1000).PHI(40ti)
COMMON A .B .•PHI .N.MAXT.I T'OELT .

002.J= 1.MAXT. IT

SUM =0.

L=N-.J+l
T=L
DO 141 = I.L
K=I+.J-l

SUM=SUM+A(I;*A(K)
14 CONTINUE

PH I (.J) =SUM/T

IF (SENSE SWITCH 1)8'2
8 PRINT 7 • .J.PHI(.J)
7 FORMAT (4HPHI(.I3.2H)=.FIO.4)
2 CONTINUE
S=PHI(l)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE' CRCORR (S)
o IMENS I ON A ( 1000 h B ( 1000" PH 1 ( 400 )

COMMON A.B.PHI'N.MAXT.IT.oEl..T
Q02J-! •MAXT. IT
SUM=O.
L=N-J+l

T=L
0031 =1.L .

.

K= 1+..)-1
SUM=SUM+A ( I ) +B (K)

3 CONTINUE
M=J+MAXT

..
PHI (M)=SUM/T
IF (SENSE Sill 1 TCH 1) 8. 2.

8 PRINT 7.M.PHl(M)
7 FORMAT (4HPHl(.I3.2H):.FI0.4)
2 CONTINUE
.D04J=I.MAXT. IT
SUM=O.

L=N";J

T=L
0051 = 1.L
K=I+J

SUM-SUM+B< l)*A(K)
5 CONTINUE

M=MAXT-J+l
PHI (M)=SUM/T
IF(SENSE SWITCH 119�4

9 PRINT 10.M.PHI(M)
10 FORMAT (3HT=-t13t2X.4HPHl=.FI0.4)
4 CONTINUE

L=MAXT+l
MAXPOS=2*MAXT
INIT=L+IT
o016K=INIT.MAXPOS.IT .

IF < ABSF ( PH I C L) ) - ABSF (PH I ( K ) ) ) 15, 16. 16

15 L=K

16 CONTINUE
J=MAXT+l

oOI8K=lT.MAXT�lT
I=J-K
IF(ABSF(PH1(L})-ABSFtPHtCI}»17.18.18

17 L=1
18 CONTINUE

S =ABSF ( PH t C L ) )

RETURN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE AUPDSCDELT,MAXT,IT.WNO.WMAX.WMIN)

.
.

PSD - AUTO POWER SPECTRAL DENSI.TY FUNCTION
PHI - AUTO CORRELATION FUNCTION
W - ANGULAR FREQUENCY

.

DELT - SAMPLING INTERVAL IN SECS.
WNO - NUMBER OF PSD CALCULATIONS WANTED
WMAX - MAXIMUM ANGULAR FREQUENCY USED IN CALCULATIONS
WMIN - MINIMUM ANGULAR FREQUENCY USED IN CALCULAtIONS

DIMENSION WCI00).PHIC400).C(400).PSDCIOO).
COMMON PHI.PSD.W

PHlfl)=PHICl)/2.
PHICMAXT)=PHICMAXT)/2.
WINC=CWMAX�WMIN)/(WNO-l.)
INTW=WNO
WCl)=WMIN
D091=2.INTW

.9 WCI)=WCI-1}+W1NC
ZT=I.T
DTA(J=DELi*ZT
D081=1.MAXT.IT
T=I

8 CCI)=CT-l.)*DTAU
DO 1 1 1.= 1 • I NTW
SUM=O.
DO 10K= 1. MAXT. IT
SUM=SUM +PHI OO*COSF(W( I >*C(K»

10 CONTINUE
PSOC I )=SUM*DTAU
IF (SENSE SWITCH .1)12.11

12 PRINT 13.�.WCl).PSD(1)
13 FORMAT C2HI=.13.3X.2HW=.FS.3.5X.4HPSD=.El1.4)
11 CONTINUE

PHI(I)=2.*PHICl)
PHI CMAXT)=2.*PHI (MAXT1.

RETURN

END

.. ,.
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SUBROUT I NE CRPDS ( DELT.' MAXT. IT. WNO • WMAX. WM 1 N )

C
C

C

C
·C

C
C
C
C
C

AMPL. = ABSOLUTE VALUE OF FOURIER TRANSFORM
PHASE 1m ANGLE OF AMPL.
PHI - AUTO CORRELATION FUNCTION
W � ANGULAR FREQUENCY
DELT - SAMPLING INTERVAL IN SECS.
WNO - NUMBER OF PSD CALCULATIONS WANTED
WMAX ... MAX I MUM ANGULAR FREQUENCY USED t N CALCULA.T IONS
WMIN - MINIMUM ANGULAR FREQUENCy USED IN CALCULATIONS

.
. .

..

DIMENSION W( 100) .PHI (400) 'C(400) .AMPL( 100) .PHASE( 100)'
COMMON PH I .AMPL .•W. PHASE
PH I ( 1) =PH I ( 1 ) /2.
MAXTAU=2*MAXT
PHI (MAXTAU)=PHl(MAXTAU)/2.
WINC=(WMAX-WMIN)/(WNO-l.)
INTW=WNO

W(l)=WMIN
D09I=2.INTW

9 W(I)=W(I-l)+WINC
ZT=IT'

DTAU=DELT*ZT
D081=1.MAXTAU.IT
T=t-MAXT

8 C(I)=(T�l.)*DTAU
DOl11=I.INTW
SUMl=O.
5UM2=0.
DOI0�=ltMAXTAUtIT
SUMl=SUMl+PHI(K)*COSF(W(I)*C(K»
SUM2=SUM2';'PH I (K) *SI NF (W ( 1) *C (K) )

10 CONTINUE

SUM1=SUMl*DTAU/2.
SUM2=SUM2*DTAU/2.
AMPL(I)=SQRTF(SUMl*SUMl+SUM2*SUM2)
PHA5E(I)=ANGLE(SUM2.SUM1)
IF (SENSE SW ITCH 1 )·12 t 1 1

12 PRINT 13tItSUMhSUM2.AMPL(I).PHASI;(I) ..
13 FORMAT (2HI=.I3t3X.5HREAL=.F8.:3.4X.5HIMAG='F8.3�4Xt5HAMPL=.F8.3.
14X.6HPHASE=.F8.3)

',' .

11 CONTINUE
PHI (1 )=2.*PHI n)
PHI(MAxtAU)=2�*PHI(MAXTAU)
RETURN
END
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FUNCTION ANGLE (QUAb.REAL)
PI =3 •. 1415926.
I F ( au AD ) 1 O. 12. 1 2 .

lO IFCREAL)13.14.15
_

13 ANGLE=-180.+180./PI*ATANFCQUAD/REAL)
RETURN

14 ANGLE =-90.
RETURN

15 ANGLE=+180./PI*ATANFCQUAD/REAL)

RETURN

12 IF CREAL) 16. 17. 18
16 ANGLE=180.+180./PI*ATANFCQUAD/REAL)

RETURN

17 ANGLE =90.

RETURN

18 ANGLE:::180./PI*ATANFCQUAD/REAL)

RETURN
END
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1 FORMAT (28HINPUT POWER DENSITY SPECTRUM)
2 FORMAT (54HSYNCH MOTOR FREfQ-POWER RELATION TEST 2 OCT 28/64.

DIMENSION W(100).PHI(400).AMPL(100)
COMMON PHI.AMPL.W

.

;

R�AD 4.(PHI·(I)'I=I.100)
4 FORMAT {///(14X.EI4.8»

PUNCH 1

PUNCH 2

CALL AUPDS (.2'100.1.10 •• 31j.,3)
PUNCH 5. (W ( I ) • AMPL ( I ) • I = 1 • 10 )
CALL AUPDS (.2.100.1.10 •• 30 ••3.)
PUNCH 5. (W ( I ) • AMPL ( n • 1=1 • � 0)

5 FORMAT (4X.2HW='F7.2.4X.5H�MPL=.EI4.8)
STOP·
END
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1 FORMAT (28HCROSS· POWER DEN� ITY SPECTRUM·)
.

2 FORMAT (54HSYNCH MOTOR FRE:!Q-POWER RELATION TEST 2 OCT 28/64.

o t MENS ION W ( 100) • PH I (4.00). J(MPL ( 100) • PHASE (100)
. COMMON PHI.AMPL.W,PHASE

READ 5. C PH I ( I ) • I = It 200 )

5 FORMAT (////////////////( 14X .•E14.8»

PUNCH 1

.

PUNCH 2

CALL CRPbs (.2'100.1.1·0�.3� •• 3)

PUNCH 6. (W ( I ) • AMPL ( J ) • PHASe: C I ) • 1=1' 10)

CALL CRPDS (-2.100.1.10 •• 30 ••3.)
·PUNCH 6. (W ( 1 ) • AMPL ( 1 ) • PHASE ( I ) • 1=1' 10) .

.

6 FORMAT (4X.2HW=.F7.2.4X.5HAMPL=.EI4.a.4X.6HANGl.,E=.F8.3)

STOP
.

.·END

1 .:
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1 FORMAT (29HOUTPUT POWER DENiS I TY SPECTRUM)
2 FORMAT (54HSYNCH MOTOR FRE!Q-POWER RELATlON

DIMENSION W(100).PHI(400),AMPL(100r
COMMON PHI.AMPL.W.
READ 4. ( PH I ( I ) t I = 1 • 100 )

4 FORMAT (///( 14X.E14.8»
PUNCH 1

P!JNCH 2

CALL AUPDS (.2.100.1.10 •• 3.:' •.3)
PUNCH 5. (W ( I ). AMPL ( I ) • I = 1 • 1 0 )

CALL AUPDS (.2.100.1.10 •• 30••3.)

PUNCH 5. (·W ( I ) • AMPL ( I ) • I = it no i

5 FORMAT (4X'2HW=.F7.2.4X.5H�MPL=.�14.8)
STOP

END'

118.
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1 FORMAT C25HCROSS P.D.S./INPUT p·.O.S.)

2 FORMAT C54HSYNCH MOTOR FR�Q_;POWER RELATION
DIMENSION W( 1(0) .AC 100) .BC 1iOO) .PHASE(100)

.

N=20
READ 4. (WC I) .ACl) .PHASEC I) t'!=I.N)

4 FORMAT.(//C6X.F7.2.9X.E14.�.10X.FB.3»
READ 5.·(BCI).I=1,N)

5 FORMAT (1/(22X.E14.S»
DOI01=1.N

10 ACl)=ACI)/B(l)
PUNCH .1
PUNCH ·2

PUNCH 11. (W C I) •.A C I ) • PHASE C Ii) • 1=1. N)
..

11 FORMAT (4X, 2HW= .F7. 2. 4X .5HAiMPI,..=. EI4.S. 4X.6HPHASE= •.FS.;3)·
STOP

TEST a OCT. 28/64 .)

ENO
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1 FORMAT (26HOUTPUT P.D.S./INP·UT P.D.S.)

2 FORMAT (54HSYNCH MOTOR FREG-POWER RELATION . TEST 2 OCT .28/64 ... )

D I MENS I ON III ( 1 00) ,A ( 1 00) • B ( 1 00 )

N=20
!

READ 4.(WCI).A(I).I=1.N)

4 FORMAT �//(6X.F7.2,9X.E14.��)
READ 5,Ca(I).I=1.N)

5 FORMAT (//(22X.E14.8»

D012I=1,N
12 A(I)=AtI)/BCI)

PUNCH 1

PUNCH 2
PUNCH 13'(W(I)�A(1),I=1'N)

13 FORMAT (4X.2HW.=.F7.2.4X.lOHAMPL*AMPL=.E14.8)·
STOP
END
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Fig. A.5 Subroutine AUOORR

flow diagram
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Fig. A.6 SUbroutine CRooRR

flow diagram
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Subroutine CROOaa (S)
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Fig. L6a Subroutine CBOORR

flow diagram continued
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�.A1J;PI6 (DlLT, Mm, IT, WIO, WAI, WMIlI)
.'

(/JO) = 'P(/V2

W(I) := WM'Iof, W(WNO) = WMA)(

CALCULATE WrC) - W(W'NO -I)

CONVERT C()l:IR£LAT/�1V "l" INTI£IIV,IJ·
To RCAL Ti�� (SEC.)

STOR. A.s C(I) -- C(M;4)(T)

',:, .'
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SubrouUDe ORPDS (DELT, MAlT, IT, WHO, WMAX,.WMIN)

(/)(1) = <p(JY2_

MAX TAIJ :r 2. MAJ(T

W(I): WMI/V ) W{WNO)" WM4)C
CALCULATE liVre) _.,.. W(WNO -I)

COIVV£R'T CO""ELAT;DN 7: IIVTERVAl-,s
To REAL 7iME (SEC.)

SrOR£ A.s C(/) - C(M�)(TAU)

I, SUMI) .5vNt2,J
AMPL(JJ, f'H�sdIJ.J

SUMI.,. Su,.,;,1 Jl'DT.Au/z
SUNf Z = SUM 2", OTAV/Z

AMPL (1) m /iSUM /)4 + (SUM 2)Z.

PHA 5£. (1): 7.4,.,-' (S�M2./SliM I)

.

, ... .: .� ..

SUM I = SU#I;I/ .... tp(K) co�lN(]) -ct« J1

Su�2 "SUMC- rp(K)�"v[W(I)"C(K)J

.
:,"

.

RETURN.
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